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Introduction
This paper addresses the lrish dimensions to a UK decision to withdraw from the EU, in the
immigration and nationality policy spheres. lt addresses the implications of withdrawal for
common travel area arrangements with the Republic of lreland (section 1) and for the special
status of lrish citizens in the UK (section 2).

ln the paper, it is assumed that the Republic of lreland would continue as a Member State of
the EU. That has been the position of the lrish Government since the referendum was
announced, and there is no evidence of significant support in the Republic of lreland for a
membership referendum, or for withdrawal from the EU.

It ls also assumed that Northern lreland would remain within the UK. Opinion poll evidence in
2014 showed a clear majority (60-40) in favour of .Northern lreland's remaining within the UK,
rather than unification with the Republic of lreland.' After a UK decision to withdraw, it must be
considered unlikely that there would be an increase in those supporting a change in Northern
lreland's constitutional position.

The common travel area
Overview

ln this context, the term'common travel area'refers to administrative arrangements providing
a special immigration control regime as between the UK and the Republic of f reland.,i
Arrangements of this kind have..been in pface for the most of the period since the lrish Free
State was established in 1922."' ln practice, the aims of these arrangements have been to
ensure relative freedom of movement between the two states, and to establish forms of co-
operation between the two states' immigration authorities.
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The primary explanation for the durability of these arrangements has been the assumption of
the UK authorities that it is impractical for the lrish border to be an immigration frontier.'v One
result has been suppoft by Northern lrish unionists for the common travel area, in order to
avoid immigration control on journeys between Northern lreland and Great Britain.v

The many social and econom¡c connect¡ons between the Republic of lreland and all parts of
the UK are a second factor pointing towards relative freedom of movement between the two
states. This aspect of the common travel area is generally favoured by the trish Government. lt
also appeals to national¡st opinion in Northern lreland, which supports any lessening of the de
facfo consequences of the partition of the island of lreland.

A third factor underlying common travel area arrangements is that these favour the free
movement of labour. For most of the per¡od since 1922, that meant movement of lrish workers
to Great Britain. With greater economic development in the Republic of lreland since the mid-
1990s, the pattern has been more varied, with movement in both directions.

Current arrangements

The legal framework relating to the common travel area is quite different in the two states.

ln UK law, by virtue of section 1(3) of the lmmigration Act 1971, immigration control does not
apply to persons arriving from the Republic of lreland. Persons arriving from the Republic of
lreland have leave to enter automatically, subject to the provisions of the lmmigration (Control
of Entry through Republic of lreland) Order 1972. Article 3 of the 1972 Order excludes several
categories of person from the benefÌt of section 1(3), including visa nationals not in possession
of a visa. Article 4 of the Order deems certain other persons to have leave only for three
months, including persons whose nationality means that they do not require visas.

Of particular significance is an exemption within Article 4 to these deemed leave
arrangements. ln its original version, Article 4 of the 1972 Order exempted /rlsh citizens alone.
That provision was however replaced in 2014 by an exemption for EEA,/ Swiss nationals and
their family members who have a right to enter deriving from EU free movement law.

Under /nsh immigration /aw, everyone who is not an lrish or a British citizen is classed as a
'non-national'.u' Under the lmmigration Act 2004, immigration controls apply automatically to all
'non-nationals' who arrive from the UK by air or sea, and may be imposed upon 'non-nationals'
who arrive by land from Northern lreland. lndividuals who arrive by land must obtain
immigration permission to be in the state within one month. This framework is however to be
read with the EU free movement of persons rules, which confer rights of entry and residence
upon EEA,/Swiss nationals and family members.

The two states' author¡ties have long co-operated in immigration control in practice. One area
where extensive co-operation is evident concerns the list of states whose nationals require a
visa to enter: currently, 103 states are subject to visa requirements in both states, seven in the
UK alone, and seven in the Republic of lreland alone. A more recent development saw the
launching in October 2014 of a joint British-lrish visa, which allows nationals of China and
lndia to visit both states for up to three months, on the basis of a visa issued by either state.
There is also co-operation to ensure that individuals cannot use one state as a back door to
the other. That is linked in turn to provision in the immigration law of each state for entry to be
denied to a person who intends to travel to the other, but who would not be admitted there.

At the EU level, these arrangements between the UK and Republic of lreland are reflected in
three Protocols annexed to the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU. Protocol 19, which is
concerned with the Schengen open borders zone, provides that the Republic of lreland and
the UK are not automatically covered by Schengen rules, or by proposals to develop them.
Protocol 20 allows the UK and Republic of lreland to'continue to make arrangements between
themselves relating to the movement of persons between their territories ('the Common Travel
Area')'. Protocol 21 provides that each of the UK and the Republic of lreland may unilaterally
choose to opt in to immigration or asylum legislation other than Schengen rules, or to
discussion of proposals relating to such legislation.



I m plications of withdrawal

ln the event of UK decision to withdraw, it is to be presumed that the underlying reasons for
the common travel area would continue to apply. The political consensus ín support of the
common travel area in Northern lreland would probably be an especially significant factor.ui'

Continuing with common travel area arrangements also appears to be compatible with EU law.
There is no obvious legal reason why the Republic of lreland should not retain the benefit of
Protocols 19 and 20 after UK exit, allowing it to maintain special co-operation arrangements
with the UK outside the Schengen zone.

After a UK decision to withdraw, reform of common travel arrangements might nevertheless be
considered. ln the words of the Government's March 2016 documenl Alternat¡ves to
Membership'lt is not clear that the Common Travel Area could continue to operate with the
UK outside the EU, and lreland inside, in the same way that it did before both countries joined
the EU in '1973.'ui¡i

One contextual factor would be the possible emergence of customs checks on goods moving
between the two states. ln the event of a UK withdrawal, much would depend on the terms of
its subsequent relationship to the EU. To the extent that customs checks applied to goods
moving across the border on the island of lreland, or to traffic between the Republic of lreland
and Great Britain, there would be pressure for controls on the movement of persons as well.

Three specific factors in the immigration policy field that point towards reform of common
travel area arrangements may also be suggested.

The need to amend UK legislation in any event. lf the UK left the EU, an amendment to Article
4 of the 1972 Order (above) would be required ¡n any event. Ihe 1972 Order currently
contains an exemption for all those with rights deriving from EU free movement law in the UK,
something which would make no sense in the event of withdrawal. Would an exemption for
lrish citizens alone be restored? For reasons explained in section 2 (below), that question
would probably be linked to a wider set of issues about the status of lrish citizens in UK
immigration law.

EU free movement r¡ghts in lreland. lf the UK w¡thdrew from the EU, and did not agree to the
free movement of persons within a post-exit arrangement, the implications of EU free
movement rights in the Republic of lreland would need to be addressed. The issue would be
that EEA and Swiss nationals and the¡r family members could be present or resident lawfully in
the Republic of lreland, but free in practice to enter the UK without permission to do so.

A pragmatic response to this scenario appears the most likely. One solution would be for all or
most EEA,iSwiss nationalities to be exempted from overall UK visa requirements. Alternatively,
persons with those nationalities, and potentially their family members, with residence
documents issued in the Republic of lreland, might be permitted to enter the UK without a visa,
even if they would otherwise be visa nationals.

Dublin transfers. At present, the UK and lreland are among the 32 states covered by the
Dublin lll Requlation. That legislation permits applicants for international protection to be
transferred to another participating state lnfer a/la where that was the participating state they
first entered, or that was where they first applied for protection. Eurostat data shows that,
between 2008 and early 2O14, the UK made 1334 Dublin requests to the Republic of lreland,
and received 815 requests from it. ln the same period, the UK actually transferred 753 persons
to the Republic of lreland, and received 357 transfers from it.

Both states might therefore find it attractive to have a post-withdrawal arrangement concerning
the transfer of applicants for internat¡onal protection. This could in theory happen under the
Dublin Regulation---assuming it survives in something like its present form-if the UK
continued to participate. Alternatively, it could be achieved through a modification of historic
common travel area arrangements.

Given these reasons to consider adjustments to the common travel area arrangements, wider
changes cannot be ruled out. One possibility is that the UK might adopt the lrish approach of
applying immigration control to entry by air and sea only. Another possible incremental change
would address rights of travel between the two states for residence permit and visa holders.



There would also be scope for a more comprehensive arrangement or lnternational agreement
between the two states to emerge. That would potentially address the following points:

. the extent of immigration control on travel by air and sea, and by land

. rights of entry and residence for British and lrish citizens

. r¡ghts of travel for those with a residence permit or visas issued by one of the states

. responsibility for international protection applications, and

. the procedures by which visa policy and operational co-ord¡nat¡on would be arranged.

The status of lrish citizens in the UK

Overview
lrish citizens are not considered 'foreign' in Britain, something which is linked to various rights
and arrangements that directly or indirect favour them. ln the event of a decision to withdraw,
with the Republic of lreland remaining inside the EU, the appropriateness of that special status
might well be re-examined, either generally or in relation to specific rights.

Current arrangements

The fundamental provision concerning the status of lrish citizens in Britain is the lreland Act
1949, which was passed when the lrish state withdrew definitively from the Commonwealth.
Section 2(1) of the 1949 Act declares that 'notwithstanding that the Republic of lreland is not
part of [Her] Majesty's dominions, the Republic of lreland is not a foreign country for the
purposes of any law in force in any part of the UK.' lt goes on to provide that 'references in any
Act of Parliament, other enactment or instrument whaisoever ... to foreigners, aliens [etc..] ...
shall be construed accordingly.'

ln practice, the main rights which are currently associated with the 'non-foreign' status of lrish
citizens are the following.

As explained above, lrish and other EEAI/ Swiss citizens travelling directly from the Republic of
Ireland are not subject to a requirement to obtain leave to enter the UK.

The position of lrish citizens in UK immigration law ¡s anomalous. lrish citizens became subject
to immigration control under the Commonwealth lmmigrants Act 1962, but that legislation was
not used to prevent entry and residence by them, other than in the event of an exclusion or
deportation order. Since 1 January 1973, lrish citizens have also in principle been subject to
the control under the lmmigration Act 1971 . However, from that date, lrish citizens entering
from the Republic of lreland benefitted from the exemption in the 1972 Order discussed above.
ln addition, progressively from that date, entry and residence by a// lrish citizens - including
those who enter the UK from elsewhere, or who were born there - has been protected by EU
law.

The position of lrish citizens within nationality law is also anomalous. lrish citizens are treated
as'settled' in the United Kingdom from the date they take up ordinary residence.i* This permits
lrish citizens to naturalise after five years' continuous residence, and enables their children
born in the United Kingdom to acquire British citizenship from the date of residence. This is a
more generous regime than that applicable to other EEA and Swiss citizens and their family
members, who typically require five years' residence in order to become 'settled', and a further
year's residence to naturalise. The precise rationale for this generous regime is uncertain,
however, with neither the common travel area nor the lreland Act 1949 appearing sufficient as
an explanation.

Together with Commonwealth citizens, resident lrish citizens have full political r¡ghts in the UK,
i.e. the rights to vote in all elections, to stand for election to the House of Commons, and to be
members of the House of Lords.

Residence elsewhere in the common travel area, including in lreland, counts towards the
'habitual residence' test of eligibility for non-contributory benefits in the UK." This is of



part¡cular relevance to lrish citizens moving from lreland, and also protects other EEA and
Swiss nationals moving from there.

There is an additional Northern lreland dimension to consider. The 1998 Belfast Agreement
recognised 'the birthright of all the people of Northern lreland to identify themselves and be
accepted as lrish or British, or both, as they may so choose', and that such persons had the
'right to hold both British and lrish citizenship is accepted by both Governments.' Taken
together, these two statements permit a person from Northern lreland to rely upon their lrish
citizenship alone, even if they legally hold British citizenship as well.

I mplications of withdrawal

After a decision to withdraw, the following questions concerning the legal position of lrish
national appear the most likely to ar¡se.

The lreland Act 1949. ln the event of the Republic of lreland remaining within the EU, with the
UK outside, questions might be posed as to whether it remains appropriate to classify it, and
its citizens, as 'non-foreign'. lf changes were made, they would potentially affect all of the
entitlements referred to above.

Position in immigration /aw. lf the UK decided to withdraw from the EU, it would be necessary
to resolve the question of the position of lrish citizens in immigration law.

lf there was continued support for the common travel area principle, the most likely outcome is
a general exemption from immigration control, in line with the position of British citizens in lrish
law (above), so as to permit both entry and residence by lrish citizens. An exception could be
made for exclusion and deportation cases.

The alternative would be a form of visa waiver for lrish citizens, regardless of where they enter
from. This would permit entry and short-term stay, but not residence. The limited nature of this
solution would also be difficult to reconcile with cont¡nued support for a common travel area
between the two states.

Position in nationality /aw. A resolution of the position of lrish c¡tizens within immigration law
would permit clarification of their position in nationality law. At what point would they become
'settled' so as to permit them to acquire British citizenship by naturalisation, and their children
to acquire it by virtue of birth in the UK?

Political rights. The political r¡ghts of lrish citizens in the UK have previously been questioned.
ln his review of citizenship law for the Government in 2008, Lord Goldsmith disagreed with the
right of lrish and Commonwealth cit¡zens to vote ¡n parliamentary elections.'' Were that
suggest¡on acted upon, it would probably have implications for membership of the House of
Commons and Lords as well.

The Belfast Agreement is a significant constraint in this area. ln 2008, Lord Goldsmith's
solution was to preserve the right to vote for lrish citizens from Northern lreland alone.

It is possible that these questions would re-emerge in the event of withdrawal from the EU by
the UK. lt is not however possible to predict the likely outcome at this stage.

Conclusions
Based on the analysis here, the following conclusions may be suggested as to the likely
implications of a UK decision to withdraw upon the relationship with the Republic of lreland, in
relation to immigration and nationality law and policy:

. The overall common travel area principle would probably continue to be supported by the
two states.

. lt would probably be thought necessary to make specific adjustments to common travel
area arrangements, e.g. to take account of persons with EU free movement rights in the
Republic of lreland, or to cater for international protection applicants



" There could be pressure for wider changes to common travel area arrangements, such as

the appl¡cation of immigration control to air and sea travel from the Republ¡c of lreland to

the UK, or rights of travel. These might lead on to consideration of a more comprehensive
agreement between the two states.

. lt would be necessary to resolve the position of lrish citizens within UK immigration law and

national¡ty law.

. A wider questioning of the special status of lrish citizens in the UK, including their political

rights, is also a possibility.
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EU free movement
abroad
Matthew Evans, Director, The AIRE Centre (Advice on Individual Rights ¡n Europe), 10 May
2016

lntroduction
At its core the EU project remains a common or single market, involving reciprocal
commitments so that not only products (goods and services) but also the factors of production
(labour and capital) can circulate freely.

The free movement for workers and others exercising economic freedoms (eg service
providers and recipients) has now largely been subsumed into the status of citizenship of the
EU. Movement and residence in all Member States for EU nationals remains a defìning feature
of EU citizenship, so that UK nationals, as Union citizens, may in principle live anywhere they
choose within the EU, and vice versa. The ultimate goal of EU citizenship policies is to simplify
and strengthen the right of free movement and residence of all Union citizens.

Treaty provisions on free movement for EU citizens

The body of law relating to free movement for natural persons is based on several sources of
EU law:

. Treaty on the Functioning of the EU (TFEU)

. Treaty of European Union (TEU)

in practice at home and



. EU secondary legislation adopted on the basis of the TFEU, such as the Citizens' (Free
Movement) Directive"' 2004/38/EC), and

. case law of Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) which interprets and applies
the above provisions

The EU treaties, including secondary legislation like the Citizens' Directive, have'direct effect'.
This means they can be cited and used by EU citizens to enforce their rights before national
courts.

Who determines who is a citizen of the Union?

The significance of the various sources of EU law is that the legal concept of citizenship was
formally introduced into the European Communities (EC) heaties by the Maastricht Treaty in
''¡992. Union citizenship is now addressed in Part ll of TFEU'' (Articles 20-24). Citizenship is

also given a formal const¡tut¡onal status in the EU legal order, through its inclusion in Article g

TEU which provides that 'Every national of a Member State shatl be a citizen of the Union.
Citizenship of the Union shall be additional to and not replace national citizenship'.

So citizenship status is determined by reference to Member State nationality: all (and only)
Member State nationals are European citizens (though people who are not EU citizens known
as Third Country Nationals or TCNs, have derivative rights, through being family members of
EU citizens for instance).

Member States have a largely unfettered power to determine the scope of their own nationality
tav/', and thus (collectively) to control who are the citizens of the EU. However, since a ruling
of the CJEU in 2010xr, it has been confirmed that Member States must have due regard to the
status of European citizenship when determining matters of nationality.

The formal status of citizenship of the Union built on previous rights to free movement,
residence and non-discrimination for workers, service-providers and service recipients
(interpreted to include students since 1985"'), and others entitled to free movement under the
various directives. The CJEU, together with national courts, have been key actors in the
development of EU citizenship, with EU legislation reflecting many ideas initially developed by
the judiciary (such as the Citizens' Directive).

The vast majority of citizenship rights are enjoyed by mobile European citizens who have
exercised rights of free movement throughout the Union. However, citizenship also extends
rights of movement and residence in certain circumstances to the non-economically active
(ret¡rees for instance), although they usually need to have health insurance and sufficient
resources so as not to become an'unreasonable burden'on the host state.

What rights does EU citizenship bring to individuals?

European citizens enjoy a bundle of social, legal and political rights by virtue of their status. lf
you are an EU citizen, you (and your family) have the freedom of choice to decide where to
reside, work and study in any of the 28 EU Member States, though the law imposes a number
of limits on these EU rights. See the ILPA position paper on rights of entry and residence.

Rights derived from EU citizenship, which each UK citizen enjoys, include (among many
others) rights relating to equal pav for equal work between men and women and the right to
adequate rest and limited working hours (the Workinq Time Directive). Other individual rights
include:

o the right to travel. and move freely within the territory of Member States (Article 20(2)(a)
and 21(2) TFEUf'

. the right not to be discriminated against on the grounds of nationality (Article 18 TFEU)



. the r¡ght to vote and stand as candidates in elections to the European Parliament and in
municipal elections wherever they live in the EU, under the same conditions as nationals of
that State (Article 20(2)(b) TFEU)''-th¡s is an important basis for the EU's democratic
legitimacy as European Parliament elections in England, Scotland and Wales use
proportional representation (in Northern lreland by the Single Transferable Vote system)

. if their own country is not represented, the right to be assisted by another EU country's
embassy or consulate outside the EU, under the same conditions as a citizen of that
country (Article 20(2Xc) TFEU)

. the right to petition the European Parliament, apply to the European Ombudsman and
address the EU institutions (in any of the 23 EU languages), and to obtain a reply in the
same language (Article 20(2Xd) TFEU), and

. the right to organise or support, together with other EU citizens, a citizens' initiative to call
for new EU legislation.

So Union citizenship means enhancing EU rights and making sure that EU citizens can enjoy
them ¡n their everyday life. This includes fostering citizens' participation in the political life and
development of the EU. An example is the European Commission's first EU Citizenship repoÍ
in 2010, where new rules were introduced to ensure UK and other EU citizens could rely on
being protected by a full set of passenger rights whether they travel by air, rail, ship, bus or
coach. Passengers were similarly given the right to information, assistance and, in ceÍain
circumstances, compensation in case of cancellation or long delaf'.

Conversely, the general principle that migrant EU citizens should be treated equally with
national citizens is not unlimited. So Member States retain a degree of control in certain fields
such as access to social secur¡ty, which are dependent on residence, their economic activity,
degree of integration in the host state and the nature of the benefit claimed*'.

ln the UK, the vast majority of EU nationals who come to the UK do so to work (not claim
benefìts)*', traditionally filling many vacancies in the agricultural and horticultural industries and
making a positive fiscal contribution''. These jobs, given their temporary nature and low levels
of pay, tend not to be taken up by British workers. However, many Europeans also work in
strategically important jobs in other parts of the British economy, and are overrepresented in

hjg!g¡skil!9d"' as well as lower-skilled professions such as in the NHS"'.

ln terms of UK citizens living or wanting to work abroad, manv British citizens "ihave moved to
Europe for work, study or personal reasons, with around 1.8 million British nationals living in
another European country for a year or longer, and 2.2 million living in the EU for at least part
of the year. The government recently revealed that these remain the most up{o-date figures
that they have*'. The stereotypical image of British citizens in Europe is that of the retired
pensioner l¡ving on the Costa del Sol. However, retirees are not the only British people to
benefit directly from free movement and EU citizenship. lt has also enabled British
entrepreneurs to set up businesses in Europe, and prov¡ded UK workers with employment
opportunities in other countries. ln 2013, the German government, for example, launched a
scheme that a¡med to fill skills gaps in Germany bv recruitinq British apprentices."'

Without free movement and residence rights, UK citizens who wish to move to, or remain in,
an EU Member State, but who do not yet have long-term resident status, would be subject to
possible quotas and EU-preference rules on labour migration. Highly-skilled British
professionals could no longer simply be able to move to another Member State and take up
work, but would have to apply for a Blue Card as provided for under EU lar¡l', or qualify as an
intra-corporate transferee both of which would subject them to more restrictive rules than for
EU citizens. Less skilled workers and self-employed British citizens would also be entirely
subject to national laws on their admission (although they would have some limited equality
rights under the Single Permit Directive"').

As EU citizens, UK nationals also benefit from various health protections, both when travelling



abroad and also when at home in terms of food safety. They have the right to:

. rece¡ve necessary healihcare in any EU country if they unexpectedly fall ill or have an
accident during a visit to another EU country, under the same conditions as people insured
in the host country-they can claim reimbursement either in the country that they are
visiting while they are still there or when they go back to the country where they are
insured

o choose to get planned healthcare (sometimes needing to seek prior authorisation from the
insurer) in another EU country and be reimbursed for it at home, fully or partially depending
on the circumstances

. benefit from harmonised food safety standards-compulsory checks take place throughout
the agri-food chain to ensure that plants and animals are healthy and that food and animal
feed is safe, of high quality, appropriately labelled and meets EU standards.

What about the wider and economic benefits of EU citizenship?

The s¡ngle market refers to the EU as one territory without any internal borders or other
regulatory obstacles to the free movement of goods, workers, services (and the right of
establishment) and capital. Article 26(2) TFEU makes reference to 'the internal market',
described as an area without internal frontiers in which the free movement of goods, persons,
services and capital is ensured in accordance with the provisions of the treaties.

The single market provides benefits for all Europe's 500 million citizens. For instance,
academic and professional qualifìcations are recognised across the EU. Article 53 concerns
legislative competence in respect of the mutual recognition of diplomas and certificates and
other qualifications. This provides the most significant legal basis for the harmonisation of
national legislation so as to facilitate freedom of establishment (and services). Below are some
examples of the wider benefìts of EU citizenship to individuals.

Sefting up a busrness

The single market allows businesses to operate unhindered in all Member States. Companies
have the opportunity to grow as they wish, establishing themselves in another EU country
under the same conditions or to offer cross-border services from their own home base. Legal
services are an example of a sector which has beneflted enormously from the internal market.
760/o of the UK top 50 law firms have at least one offìce elsewhere in the EU. The ability to
open new offices stems from freedom of establishment (Articles 49 and 50 TFEU), but this is

underpinned by the possibility for fìrm employees to move to those new locations"'.

Education and research

Non-discrimination on grounds of (other) EU nationality has been said to be 'particularly
impodant in the field of education' in view of the aims of Article 165(2) TFEU to 'encourage
mobility of students and teachers'*'.

The EU funds cutting-edge research in the UK, and on a level that many scientists believe
would be impossible to maintain"' post-Brexit.

There are also many EU wide programmes from Comenius (school education), to Erasmus
(higher education), Leonardo da Vinci (vocational training), to Grundtv¡g (adult education) and
finally Jean Monnet (universitylevel teaching and research in European integration) which
create opportunities for individuals (and teachers/institutions) to benefit from educational and
cultural exchange across Europe. They also boost the skills and employment prospects of
those taking part.

More than three million European students have, for instance, benefìted from the EU's
'Erasmus'youth mobility scheme since it was establ¡shed in 1987, including large numbers of
British citizens. The British Council say that $l bn will be allocated to the UK alone over seven



years under Erasmus and that nearly 250,000 people from the UK will be able to undertake

àctivities abroad with the oroqramme"'.

There are currently EU rules on admission of students'i and scientific researchers"i. However,

in the event that the UK left the EU, there would be no requirement to award UK citizens who

wanted to study in EU Member States equal treatment as regards access to grants tuition fees

or admiss¡on quotas as there is noul¡. British students would also have more limited rights to

work during their studies, and no right as such to stay on after their completionx'.

Sharing of personal data

Data protection and privacy from 'Big Brother' oversight has become a maior cause of concern

to the public in recent vears"i and these concerns have found their way to the courts.

on 6 october 2015, the CJEU issued the schrems judgment declaring the European

Commission's 1S-year-old 'US Safe Harbor decision' invalid*'. That earlier decision enabled

US companies to ôelf-certify that company practices ensured an adequate level of protection

for personal data under the EU Data Protection Directive, thus permitting the company to
transfer data from the EU to the US. The Schrems decision holds that US law does not afford

adequate protection to personal data. Now any companies with offices in both the EU and US,

any European company that outsources work to the us, and any company that sends

infórmation from the EU to the US need to independently verify that company transfers of
personal data from the EU to the US meet-the level of data privacy protection considered

ädequate by the EU Data Protection Directive"'.

Mobile phone roam¡ng charges

on 30 June 2015, the European Parliament and the council of Ministers feached an

aoreement*i to end data roaming charges, which will make it much cheaper to make calls and

üõ ttr" int,"rnet wherever you are in the EU. This was the culmination of ten years of work by

the European Commission. Since 2007, prices for roaming calls, text messages and internet

data have fallen by B0%. The price of us¡ng the internet on mobile phones while in other EU

countries is now 91% cheaper than in 2007.

Consumer Protection

The Consumer Rights Directive'i is an EU measure that gives EU citizens extra rights when

buying in the UK and the EU. All EU members have agreed to it. ln summary they:

. align and harmonise national consumer rules in several important areas, such as on the

infórmation consumers need to get before they purchase someth¡ng, and their right to
cancel online purchases-increased harmonisation means that consumers can rely on the

same rights, wherever they shop in the EU

¡ strengthen consumer rights, ensuring a higher level of protection regardless.of whether

con"ùm"rs are shopping on the high street or online, in their own country or elsewhere in

the EU-for example, consumers will now have clearer information on prices, wherever

and whichever way they shop, as traders will have to disclose the total cost of the product

or service, as well as any extra fees.

E nv i ro n m e nt a I P rote ct io ¡f
EU policy (Articles 191-193 of TFEU and Article 5 TEU) can be seen as contribut¡ng to a
number of economic and soc¡al changes in this area'

The common EU approach to environmental protection avoids the inconsistencies and

fragmentation likely to arise from the alternative model of primarily national or regional regimes

for addressing climate and environmental issues. For companies operating at a European

level this is a vital aspect of EU legislation and the reason why so many UK companies are

keen to maintain European standards and leg¡slation wherever possible'

EU measures have also helped to stimulate innovation across the EU. For example,
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innovation in the car industry has been driven by binding standards on emissions which came

¡nto pt""" after the demise'of a voluntary approach. This has helped the uK car industry to

iemain competitive at a time when manufãcturers in less regulated zones such as the US have

failed to adaPt so raPidlY.
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Free Movement and Griminal Law
Valsamis Mitsilegas, Queen Mary tJniversity of London 18 May 201 6

lntroduction
one of the claims frequently made by critics of freedom of movement is that free movement of

EU citizens is unlimiied, even wheñ these citizens have committed criminal offences. The

prrpà"ã of this note is io provide an overview of the growing inter-relationship between EU

iråä mou"ment law and criminal law and to demonstrate the current limitations that criminal

law imperatives can place on freedom of movement. At the same time, it will stress that

derogations to free movement on grounds of security and criminal policy must be interpreted

iÃtri"t¡uãly u"A apptied in full comþliance with fundamental rights, including the EU Charter of

Fundamental Rights.
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The note willfocus on four main areas of intersection between free movement law and criminal

law:

. the relationship between criminal law and security of residence-by looking at the extent to

which Member States can expel EU ciiizens under the Citizens' Directive

. the avenues provided to Member States when EU citizens possessing criminal convictions

move to their territory-by focusing on the operation of the EU system of exchange of

information on criminal records

. the powers granted by EU law to pursue individuals who are deemed to have committed

criminal offences and individuals who have fled a prison sentence under the European

Arrest Warrant (EAW) sYstem, and

o the expanding surveillance of movement and mobility into and within the European Union,

by examining current proposals to establish a European union 'PNR' (Passenger Name

Record) system, under which carriers are obligated to transmit a wide range of personal

data of all passengers to national authorities prior to travel'

Deporting EU citizens: criminal law as a limit to protection against expuls¡on

and exclusion

The Citizens' Directive provides security of residence for EU citizens living in another Member

State-¡Vãilow¡ng expulsion in limited and clearly defÌned circumstances on the grounds of

public policy and public security (Article 2B).

This includes a sliding scale of enhanced protection, so that EU citizens who have obtained

pàrmanent residence 
-can 

only be expelled on 'serious'- public security or public policy grounds,

änd those who have continuously resided in another Member State for the last l0 years can

only be expelled from that state on 'imperative' grounds of public security'

The Citizens' Directive also allows Member States to exclude the entry of EU citizens on public

policy and public security grounds, which is also subject to specific limitations (Atlicle 27)

Whilst Member States, 'essentially retain the freedom to determine the requirements of public

poticy ano public security in aicordance with their national needs' (P/ Case C-348/09

iJis"ísseo tielow)), the concepts of public policy- and- public security. have. autonomous EU

iràanings and a kéy task for the Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU) has been to define them for

the purposes of Articles 27 and 28.

The Court has interpreted the public policy ground to require a 'genuin-e 
-and- 

sufficiently

serious threat to a fundamental interest of society' (see eg Rufil Case C-36/75). Member

States may demonstrate that the activ¡ty in question falls within the rubric of public policy by

demonstriing the existence of measures taken against their own nationals in comparable

circumstanceé. Many criminal penalties will fall within the public policy ground of expulsion

and/or exclusion, piovided they are, following an individualised assessment, 'sufficiently

sàr¡ous'. The defìnition of publiõ security is different. lt has recently been described as '[a]

threat to the functioning of ihe institutions and essential public services and the survival of the

fopulation, as well að the risk of serious disturbance to foreign relations or to peaceful

äoäxistence of nations, or a risk to military interests' (Isakou¡dls Case C-145/09).

Criminal law considerations have arisen particularly in two recent cases, where the CJEU has

broadened the scope of the public security ground of expulsion, thus further facilitating the

expulsion of EU citizens.

ln Tsakouridis, the Court noted that the fight against crime in connection with drug dealing as

part of an organised group could fall within the concept of public security.-The Court took into

äccount the èxistence of a secondary EU criminal law instrument, namely Framework Decision
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200417 57lJHA, which lays down minimum rules regarding the constituent elements of criminaf
acts and penalties in the area of illicit drug trafficking. The Court emphasised the special
characteristics of this criminal activity, in particular the negative consequences of drug
addiction and its extraordinary economic and operational resources and transnational f inks. lt
concluded thai dealing narcotics as part of an organised criminal group could reach a level of
intensity that might directly threaten the physical security of the population as a whole or a
large part of it, thus making it a threat that could lead to an expulsion on imperative public
security grounds (¡e even following 10 or more years' residence).

ln P/, the Court confirmed that the commission of another criminal offence, the sexual
exploitat¡on of children, could also fall within the scope of the public security exception. The
Court referred to the EU competence in adopting legislation in criminal matters and particularly
to Article 83(1)TFEU, which includes the sexual explo¡tation of children among the crimes of
particularly serious nature and cross-border dimension where the EU legislature may
intervene. lt also made reference to Directive 2011/93/EU (on combating the sexual abuse and
sexual exploitation of children and child pornography) as the outcome of the exercise of this
competence. According to the Court, sexual exploitation of children as well as all of the other
the criminal offences stated in Art. 83(1), TFEU may constitute a serious threat to the calm and
physical security of the population and thus fall within the concept of imperative grounds of
publ¡c security' so long as the way these acts were committed carry particularly serious
characteristics. Such serious offences may constitute particularly grave threats to one of the
fundamental interests of society, which in turn may directly threaten the calm and physical
security of the population.

ln Tsakouridis and P/, the Court expanded considerably the concept of public security to
include breaches of criminal law even where these breaches (even in cases of serious crime),
may not necessarily have the effect of threatening the population as a whole. Especially in P/,
the Court has appeared to use Article B3(1) TFEU not for its intended purpose (ie as a
provis¡on determining the competence of the EU to ¡mpose criminal liability), but as symbolic
criminal law enabling Member States to justify considerable inroads into security of residence
for EU citizens. "'

ln addition to providing defìnition and content for the concepts of public policy and public
security, the case law of the CJEU also establishes a number of principles, common to the
consideration of both grounds of expulsion and/or exclusion. These include requirements that
the decision to deport or exclude an EU citizen must be based exclus¡vely on his/her personal
conduct, that the person facing deportation must be a 'present threat', and that the decision
must respect the principle of proportionality and the fundamental rights of the person facing
exclusion and/or expulsion as well as those of his/her family members.

For some examples of the UK Home Office's approach, see ¡ts guidance to caseworkers:
Exclusion of EEA nationals and their family members from the UK.

The issue of exclusion and expulsion of EU citizens also featured up in the renegotiated
settlement agreed between the UK and EU in February 2016. The agreed measures will be
implemented if the UK votes to Remain. They include the Commission revisiting the serious
and imperative grounds thresholds at the time of a future revision of the Citizens' Directive,
and in the meantime issuing new guidance to 'clarify':

¡ that Member States may take into account past conduct of an individual in determining
whether the¡r conduct poses a present threat to public policy and public security

. that Member States may act on grounds of public policy or public security even in the
absence of a previous criminal conviction on preventative grounds but specific to the
individual concerned, and
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. the definít¡ons of serious grounds of public policy and imperative grounds of public
security

Checking EU citizens' críminal records: the EU criminal record exchange
system

Another claim that is made is that free movement enables the entry into the territory of
Member States of EU citizens who have been convicted of criminal offences in their Member
States of nationality or residence-

However EU law has developed an extensive mechanism of exchange of information of
criminal records of EU citizens, which should enable national authorities to have a full picture
of the criminal record status of EU citizens who enter their terr¡tory.

There are two main elements of the EU-wide system of exchange of criminal records, which
are detailed below. Note that the UK also has access to information on the Schengen
lnformation System database in relation to policing and criminal justice matters, for which see
the separate paper in this collection on the EU's borders: Schengen, Frontex and the UK.

Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA on the organisation and content of the exchange of
information extracted from the criminal record between Member States calls for the
establishment of a central authority for managing criminal records in each Member State. ln
addition, it places the central authority of the convicting Member State under the obligation to
inform the central authorities of other Member States immediately of any convictions handed
down within its territory against the nationals of such other Member States, as entered in the
criminal record. lnformation provided includes information on the nature of the criminal
conviction, the offence giving rise to the conviction and the contents of the conviction.

A parallel Decision on the establishment of the European Criminal Records lnformation
Svstem (ECRIS) establishes ECRIS as a decentralised information technology system based
on the criminal records databases in each Member State composed of interconnected
software enabling the exchange of information between Member States cr¡minal records
databases and a common communication infrastructure that provides an encrypted network.
These legislative instruments have provided a solid EU-wide mechanism of exchange of
criminal records, which according to the European Commiss¡on has led to significant progress
in improving the exchange of criminal records information with¡n the Union.

This view is shared by the UK Government, which has noted that the EU system 'has allowed
the police to build a fuller picture of offending by UK nationals and allowed the courls to be
aware of the previous offending of EU nationals being prosecuted. The previous conviction
information can be used for bail, bad character and sentencing, as well as by the prison and
probation service when dealing with the offender once sentenced'.

After the Paris attacks, the Commission has proposed leqislation extending the exchange of
criminal records to third-country nationals, a move which the UK Government seems to
suÞport in principle.

Bringing to justice individuals fleeing prosecut¡on or custody: the European
Arrest Warrant system

The Framework Decision on the European Arrest Warrant is the most emblematic and widely
implemented EU criminal law instrument. lt aims to compensate for the freedom of movement
enabled by the abolition of internal borders by ensuring that Member States' justice systems
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can reach extraterritorially in order to bring individuals who have taken advantage of the
abolition of borders to flee the jurisdiction to face justice. The Framework Decision applies the
principle of mutual recognition and has established a system which requires the recognition of
EAWs and the surrender of individuals wanted for prosecution or to serve a custodial sentence
with a minimum of formality, automaticity, and speed."' A key innovation introduced is the in-
principle abolit¡on of the non-extradition of own nationals.

Mutual recognition is based on mutual trust, founded on the presumption that EU Member
States are in principle human rights compliant. This presumption of trust has been recently
highlighted by the CJEU in its Ooinion 2/13 on the accession of the EU to the European
Convention on Human Rights, where the Court elevated mutual trust into a principle of
fundamental importance in EU law.

However critics of the EAW system have rightly pointed out that the presumption of trust is not
always justifìed, with human rights violations being ascertained across EU Member States by
the European Court of Human Rights on a regular basis. A key question related to the
legitimacy of the EAW system is whether it can operate on the basis of blind hust, or whether
national authorities have any leeway to exam¡ne the consequences of executing Warrants for
the human rights of the requested persons.

EU law has dealt with the human rights concerns arising from the operation of the EAW
system in three main ways: by allowing national authorities to consider refusing to execute
warrants if there are concerns that execution would result in human rights breaches; by
introducing a test of proportionality in the operation of the EAW system; and by legislating for
human r¡ghts, namely adopting legally binding instruments harmonising defence rights
legislation in addition to aiming to facilitate the operation of mutual recognition."' ln terms of
taking into account human rights by the executing authorities, it is noteworthy that with the
exception of a general human rights clause (Article 1 (3)) - the operative provisions of the
Framework Decision do not include a ground of refusal to execute an EAW on human rights
grounds. However, a number of EU Member States, including the UK in the Extradition Act
2003, have 'goldplated' transposition by expressly including human rights grounds for refusal
in nationally implementing law. Significantly, the CJEU has recently confirmed that execution
may be refused on human rights grounds.

Preventing the entry of individuals deemed to pose secur¡ty threats: the
introduction of an EU PNR system

Thus far the analysis has focused on individuals who are within the criminal justice system-
either the subjects of criminal convictions or the subjects of criminal prosecutions. However,
EU security law-in particular within a counter-terrorism framing-is increasingly moving to
limit free movement also at stages before the criminal justice process, with the aim of not
punishing, but preventing wrong-doing. The emphasis on prevention, w¡th a focus on the
surveillance of movement, has appeared prominently in the US context after 9/l 1. A key
example has been the introduction of US law requiring airlines flying into the USA to send to
US authorities a wide range of personal data on all passengers travelling (so-called passenger
name record/'PNR' data). The EU has had to comply with this request, legitimising the transfer
of personal data via the signature of a number of transatlantic agreements, the last one-and
currently in force-signed in 2012.

Although a number of efforts have been made by EU institutions to introduce such a system in
EU law, human rights concerns and political push-back by the European Parliament has
resulted in the stalling of efforts for the introduction of an 'EU' PNR model. However, th¡s was
until the Paris attacks. Since Paris, widening the net of surveillance in a catch-all basis, to also
include citizens (targeting 'foreign fighters') has resulted in swift initiatives towards the
internalisation of a PNR transfer model in EU law. At the time of writing, the EU PNR Directive
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has been agreed by the Council and the European Parliament and is awaitìng publication in
the Official Journal. lt introduces an EU PNR system for flights flying into the EU, with Member
States being given the option to apply it also to intra-EU flights. A system of generalised
surveillance of movement, including the movement of EU citizens, is thus established in the
EU. This development cements the move from the control of movement of third-country
nationals to also the control the movement of EU nationals into and within the EU.*'The
Directive has been welcomed by UK security professionals as a significant siep towards the
security of the EU and the UK.*' However, its compatibility with both human rights and free
movement law remains to be tested. ln terms of human rights law, the Directive introduces a
system of generalised surveillance which may fall foul of the right to privacy as defended by
the CJEU in the cases of Diqital Riqhts lreland and Schrerns. The Directive may also fall foul
of free movement and Schengen law, in particular following the ¡nterpretation of the extent of
the permissibility of police checks under the Schenqen Borders Code bv the CJEU.x'
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Sovereignty and legitimacy: the UK and the EU
Adrian Berry, banister, Garden Court Chambers and Rowena Moffatt, barrister, Doughty
Street Chambers, 29 April 2016

lntroduction
The relationship between the UK and the EU raises issues about the UK as a sovereign
power, and as to the legitimacy of the EU and its institutions. A concern common to both
issues is that power ought to be exercised on a democratic basis.

Sovereignty
What is sovere¡gnty?

Sovereignty is concerned with who holds and exercises authority. As a term, it does not
always help identify which people or institutions wield actual power.

Sovereignty has an internal aspect. ln the UK, sovereignty is commonly understood to rest
with the Crown in Parliament. lt also has an external aspect-a state is sovereign when it has
legal and political freedom from external control. The UK, in common with other states in the
international legal order is recognised as being a sovereign power. No other state or
organisation has authority over it or exercises power coercively over it so as to render its
sovereignty illusory. That said, the fact that a state such as the UK is sovereign says little
about the constraints to which it may be subject. Both the USA and Mali are sovereign states.
Yet each possesses a different measure of power and is subject to different constraints.
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Sovereignty and the EU

As a sovereign state the UK has the authority to enter into international agreements w¡th other
sovereign states. lt has exercised a power to do so by making treaties with other sovereign
states in Europe so as to create and maintain the EU. The UK is free to withdraw from those
treaties at any time. lt is also free to remain w¡thin and continue to participate in the EU.

The EU is a body created by multilateral treaties made between sovereign states. ln making
those treaties the states concerned have decided that certain activities are best done together.
Accordingly, they have decided to confer particular powers on EU institutions to further that
objective.

ln areas where states have agreed that the EU is to have a role, the EU has powers to:

. make rules and regulations (a legislative function)

. to make decisions (an executive function), and

" to adjudicate upon disputes and interpret ihose rules so that they are uniformly applied
(a judicial function).

However, the Member States remain the ult¡mate arbiters of the EU's fate. They may revise
the EU treaties to take powers away from it. They may terminate the treaties, in which case
the EU would cease to exist. lndividual states may withdraw from the EU or, perhaps, simply
denounce the treaties and cease to be bound by them. The final say rests with states. Their
authority to exercise that power comes from their status as sovereign states democratically
accountable to their electorate and people.

How EU law works

The EU has a legislature, a law making institution, whose laws bind its Member States. EU law
is composed of primary and secondary legislation. EU primary legislation is found in treaties.
The two which govern the EU are the Treaty on European Union (TEU) and the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union (TFEU).

EU secondary legislation is comprised of three sorts of rules:

. Regulations

. Directives, and

. Decisions.

Regulations and Directives set out rules that apply to all, whereas Decisions are directed at
specific authorities or individuals. Regulations are directly applicable, which means they enter
into UK law directly without the need for separate UK legislation. Directives require
transposition into domestic law, leaving Member States with choices over the form and method
of legislation to be used to transpose them.

EU law applies only where the EU treaties (as interpreted by the courls) say it does. The EU
treaties are made by Member States acting as sovereign states and are binding international
agreements between them.

The EU treaties include statements about the EU's areas of competence, its objectives, its
institutional rules, and the relationship between the EU and its Member States. Where there is
no EU competence over an area of policy, EU law does not apply. Every action taken by the
EU, including the making of secondary legislation, must have its legal basis in the EU treaties.

Unlike EU primary legislation, which is made by the Member States, EU secondary legislation
is made by the EU legislature. The majority of such secondary legislation is made under the
'ordinary legislative procedure' (Article 294 TFEU). For the purpose of this procedure the EU
legislature is composed of two bodies:

. the European Parliament (directly elected by EU citizens), and

. the Council of Ministers (ministers from the governments of each Member State).
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Legislaiion is proposed by the European Commission (a body with both administrative and
executive functions) but is made by the Parliament and the Council of Ministers.

National parliaments also have a role to play. They may not veto EU legislative proposals but
the 'yellow' and 'orange' card system permits them to require a proposal to be reviewed or
stopped if a sufficient number of them object to it.

Both the European Parliament (generally by simple majority) and the Council of Ministers
(generally by qualified majority, occasionally by unanimity) must accept a legislative proposal
for it to be enacted. There can be up to three readings of a legislative proposal by each
institution. A conciliation committee, composed of members of each institution, seeks
agreement if the proposal is rejected following the second reading. Rejection by either
inst¡tution on the third reading terminates the legislative process. The majority of EU legislation
is adopted after the first reading.

The areas covered by EU law are numerous. They include not only sectors related to the
internal market, such as competition and trade, but also areas as diverse as agriculture,
employment, the environment, transport and asylum.

The UK Parliament and EU law

The UK Parliament has decided that primary and secondary EU legislation has the force of law
in the UK. lt has done so by enacting the European Communities Act 1972 (ECA 1972).

ÊCA 1972, s 2('l) permits EU law to operate in the UK. lt gives effect to directly applicable EU
laws, as well as those EU laws that need to be transposed into UK laws.

Through ECA 1972, ss 2(4) and 3(1), the UK Parliament has made provision for EU laws to
prevail over inconsistent national laws. The UK Parliament made this law and the UK
Parliament has the power to revise or repeal it. Thus EU law prevails over national law only for
so long as the UK Parliament permits it to do so. The UK Parliament retains control.

Under ECA 1972, where necessary, national institutions must interpret national laws
compatibly with EU law. ln the rare case where such interpretation is not possible, they must
dis-apply national law. The purpose of making EU law prevail over national law in each
Member State is to enable EU law to be applied uniformly and consistently across Member
States. lt is the states themselves (including the UK) that have decided that EU law should so
operate.

The supremacy of EU law over conflicting national law is a deflning feature of the EU legal
order. Does this mean that the UK is no longer sovereign? The answer is 'no'. On the
international plane, the UK is free to withdraw from the EU or to terminate its agreement to be
bound by the EU treat¡es. Domestically, Parliament may repeal ECA 1972. Sovereignty in both
its external and internal aspects has been preserved.

Three inter-related observations may be made about sovereignty in the EU context. First, as is
clear from both the terms of ECA 1972 and domestic Supreme Court judgments (see for
example Assange 120121 UKSC 22 and HS2 12014ì UKSC 3), the decision to give EU law
supremacy over national law, as well as the decision over the future of the UK's membership
of the EU lies with the UK-that is to saywith its Parliament and government.

Secondly, while the supremacy of EU law circumscribes the UK's freedom of action in certain
respects, pooling powers with other states and delegating them to EU institutions does not
detract from the UK's status as a sovereign state. As a sovereign power, the UK has chosen
freely to pool powers over particular areas of policy and may choose to stop doing so in the
future. Of course, pooling powers c¿rn mean a Member State not getting what it wants in all
instances. The UK will not always get its way on particular points at the law making stage and,
unless it has secured the power to oplout to any measures (as it has in the areas of third-
country immigration to the EU, asylum and criminal justice) it will have to abide by the resulting
measure. But compromise is an inevitable part of most deals, and since entering the European
Economic Community (as it then was) the UK has considered that it is better to cont¡nue to
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sign up to the deal, and to work on and negotiate each new measure as best as it can in the
national interest, rather than to walk away and lose all of the benefits. Were it to be outside the
EU, the UK would still have to make deals with the EU on matters currently decided within the
EU. fn doing so, the UK would not always get its way and would have to compromise in order
to secure the best outcome.

Thirdly, there are often sound reasons for Member States to leave regulatory decision-making
at the EU level-particularly in relation to subjects that are cross-border in nature and which
affect the interests of other Member States. Matters such as trade in goods and services,
customs controls, and environmental protection are cross-border in nature and readily lend
themselves to close co-operation through multi-lateral institutions such as the EU.

With these considerations in mind, it is important to disentangle the UK's status as a sovereign
state from the question of the defìnition and articulation of its national interest though the
powers at its disposal.

Concerns about the EU's law making powers may be dressed up as concerns about
sovereignty, but are more likely to be, in fact, concerns about the content of the national
interest and the methods by which it may best be fudhered.

Legitimacy
As we have seen, the EU exercises power to the extent permitted to do so by Member States.
Even if, as is the case, the ultimate source of power or sovereignty may be said to reside in
the Member States, is the power exercised by EU institutions legitimate?

Questions about legitimacy may be divided into those concerning the quality of the system
issuing the power (legitimacy of process), and the quality of the power itself (legitimacy of
substance).

Leg¡t¡macy of process: a demouatic deficit?

As regards the legitimacy of its processes, a common criticism of the EU system is that it has a
democratic deficit in its legislative and decision-making processes, as compared to the
equivalent processes in its Member States. A system of legislation and decision-making that
lacks adequate democratic processes may lack accountability and legitimacy.

In modern liberal democratic states, the dominant conception of democracy is
representative-whereby citizens delegate power to govern to representatives who are elected
periodically. The EU system, albeit that it is a creation of international agreements between
states, has democratic elements in its legislative and decision-making processes. lt has a
representative parliament, the European Parliament, that is directly concerned in making EU
legislation and which scrut¡nises the decisions and actions of other EU institutions. EU citizens
elect Members of the European Parliament (MEPs), allocated in proportion to the populat¡on
size of each state.

Among the EU institutions, there is also the Council of Ministers-composed of ministers from
the elected governments of each Member State. The Council of Ministers has decision-making
powers and, together with the European Parliament, makes EU laws. ln addition, there is the
European Council, composed of the heads of government of each Member State. Both the
Council of Ministers and the European Council are composed of ministers who enjoy
democratic mandates in their own states.

Thus, while the EU is an international organisation, nonetheless it has democratic features and
operates on democratic principles. What is the case, therefore, that it lacks democratic
legitimacy?

A number of reasons may be advanced. First, there are inst¡tutional considerations. The role of
the European Commission (a body composed of nominees rather than elected
representatives) in proposing legislation may be seen as inconsistent with democratic
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accountab¡lity. However, as legislation is made by the Council of Ministers and the European
Parliament, this reason is hard to sustain. ln addition, although the legislative role of the
European Parliament has increased incrementally over the years as Members States have
chosen to confer greater powers on it, it is often seen as not scrutinising the actions of EU
institutions as effectively as national parliaments scrutinise their own governments.

Moreover, turnout for European Parliament elections is consistently very low, weakening the
democratic mandate of the institution.ln 2014, MEPs were elected with a Europe-wide turnout
of 42.60/o.

Finally, there are concerns about the effectiveness of the scrutiny of EU institutions by EU
citizens themselves. For many EU citizens, Brussels seems very remote culturally,
geographically, and linguistically. There is also very little media scrutiny of the actions of EU
institutions. For example, there is no well-known, EU-wide newspaper or press agency
reporting on the work of the EU institutions, and the latter are seen to lack openness and
transparency as a result.

Legitimacy of substance

As regards the legitimacy of its substant¡ve policy-making, the question of the socio-economic
benefit of the EU features prominently on both sides of the Brexit debate. Yet, to a large
extent, any answer to the question of whether or not the EU institutions enjoy substantive
legitimacy depends on the part¡cular c¡rcumstances of each person or persons affected by EU
laws, policies and decisions. For example, farmers and employees, who largely benefit from
protective EU rules, are likely to experience more socio-economic benefit from membership
than a small or medium-sized business faced with EU regulation and employment protection
laws. This makes it difficult to claim that the substance of EU law is a reliable touchstone of
legitimacy on a wider bas¡s.

Popular'buy-in'

There is a final aspect to leg¡timacy that requires consideration. Even if the system of power
and the use of the power itself can be said to be objectively 'good', can the system still be said
to be legitimate if only modest numbers of EU citizens demonstrate subjective or popular'buy-
in'?

It may be observed that a system has legitimacy only if it can be said that there is a willingness
on the part of a suffÌcient number of people to obey those in power because they have
sufficient faith in them. Popular trust in the EU is challenged s¡gnif¡cantly by the economic
downturn, by the Eurozone crisis and by the forced migration crisis. Can the EU be considered
a legitimate source of public policy making if a large number of its citizens say otherwise?

To assert that the EU does not have legitimacy in these circumstances is troubling for at least
two reasons. First, to do so subsumes the legitimacy debate wholly within the referendum
itself. lt reduces the question of legitimacy to a simple 'yes' or 'no' vote-a vote for Brexit
would conclude that the EU has no legitimacy, whereas a vote to remain would decide the
opposite. As seen from the discussion above, legitimacy is a concept far denser than such a
binary decision-making process allows. Further, the question of whether the EU institutions are
legitimate is arguably a prior question to whether or not the UK should remain an EU Member
State.

Secondly, in general terms and in part due to the absence of proper media coverage, the EU
remains relatively unknown and little understood in the UK.

There is no denying that the EU currently faces significant challenges, That said, in terms of
assessing its legitimacy, it is important to bear the following in mind:

. the UK is a sovereign state and will continue to be so if it remains in the EU, and
o the EU system, although a multilateral treaty arrangement between states, has

democratic features that reflect, without usurping, the democratic traditions found in its
Member States.
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For some, perceived problems relating to questions of legitimacy may be addressed best by
institutional reforms. For example, there is a suqqestion that MEPs should be chosen by
national parliaments rather than by direct election.

As regards popular buy-in, while a culture of misinformation and a lack of information about
the EU persists, the numbers of those considering the EU favourably will be restricted
artificially. There is a risk that the EU is a system not properly understood in the UK-a state of
affairs that would ill-equip British citizens to make an informed choice in the referendum.
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Free movement of persons and the single
market
Catherine Barnard, Trinity College, Cambridge 10 May 2016; Case sfudles 1,3 and 4 provided by
Laura Devine So/lcifors

lntrod uction
This note considers the centrality of migration to the EU's single market. lt also considers the
relevant EU Treaty provisions and the rights they confer on both individuals wishing to work in
another Member State and companies wishing to establish themselves or provide se¡vices in
another Member State. lt concludes with an examination of the alternatives available to the UK in
the event of Brexit.

Context of free movement

lmmigration has been the most sensitive issue in the period leading up to the referendum. The
Leave campaign argues that 'Brexit is the only way we can control immigration'. The Remain
camp argues that:

'The free movement of people helps Britons study, work and retire to Europe. A total of 2.2 million

[the figure is now updated to 1.2 millíon (although this probably misses some unregistered
emigrant Britons)] Britons live in other EU countries-almost as many as the number of EU
citizens living here.'

What is clear from ONS data is that fast year approximately 257,000 EU nationals came to the UK
under EU law rules on free movement but 273,000 came to the UK from the rest of the world
under UK domestic immigration rules (net m¡gration of EU citizens was estimated to be 172,000
up from 158,000 in the year ending September 2O14; non-EU net migration was 191 ,000, similar
to the previous year (188,000)). ln other words, even where the UK does have control there is
more non-EU immigration than EU immigration.
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lable I - Top 6 recent countr¡es of or¡gin for EU migrants, 201X-2015

2O7l 2015 Change

615,000 818,000 203,000

87,000 223,000 136,000

63,000 137,000 74,000

126,000 176,000 50,000

50,000 96,000 46,000

96,000 140,000 44,000

2,s80,000 3,277,OOO 696,OOO

lop 6 recent EEA send¡ng countr¡es 1,037,000 1,590,000 553,000

% of top 6 recent EEA in all EEA 40% 49% 79y"

Source: Miqration Observatorv analvsis of LFS data. quarterlv averaqes, all aqes.

The four freedoms

The EU rules on free movement of persons form one pillar of the so-called 'four freedoms' (the
free movement of goods, services and capital being the other three). Together these four
freedoms make up the 'single' or 'common' market. According to Article 3 of the Treatv on
European Union (TEU), the free movement of persons is now considered the core of the EU's
area of freedom, security and justice: the EU offers its citizens an area in which free movement of
persons is ensured (the'freedom component') but'in conjunction with appropriate measures with
respect to external borde¡ controls, asylum, immigration and the prevention and combating of
crime' (the'security component').

The founders of the EU beliu.ved there were large economic benefits of free movement of
workers, namely allowing the allocation of labour to its most efficient use (ie labour should move
from areas of high unemployment to low). However, as Portes points out, in fact, economic theory
is ambiguous on whether factor mobility (in this context, the free movement of labour and capital)
is a complement or a subst¡tute to free trade (the free movement of goods and services). He
continues:

'ln a standard Heckscher-Ohlin model, they are pure substitutes. Either free trade or factor
mobility will increase the efficiency of resource allocation and will maximise overall welfare; it is
not necessary to have both[...] However, the general consensus among economists is that labour
mobility, like trade, is welfare-enhancing, although there may be significant distributional effects.'

The advent of the single currency may have changed this situation. According to Mundell, in the
absence of the ability by states to use their exchange rate as an adjustment mechanism, an
optimal currency area needs other adjustment mechanisms, in particular labour mobility. Thus
free movement of persons is no longer just politically desirable but it is also economically
essential for the operation of the single currency. Free movement is a safety valve.



Rules on free movement

The rclevant Treaty provisions

As we have seen, the right for people to move freely from one state to another is a distinguishing
feature of a common market. Yet although Article 3(c) of the Treaty Establishing the European
Economic Community (now repealed) provided that the Community (as ii then was) aspired to the
'abolition of obstacles to freedom of movemeni for...persons', the reality is rather different. ln
order to qualify for free movement, the individual or company has to be both:

. a nat¡onal of a Member State (with nationality being a matter for national-not Union-
law), and

. be engaged in an economic activity as:
o a worker (see now Articles 45-8 of the Treatv on the Functioninq of the European

Union (TFEU))
o a self-employed person/com pany/branch or agency (see now Articles 49-55

TFEU), or
o as a provider or receiver of services (see now Articfes 56-62 TFEU).

Those falling within the scope of these 'fundamentaf' freedoms enjqy the right to free movement
subject to derogations on the grounds of public policy, public security, and public health, as well
as a more tailored exception for employment in the public service. These rights also apply to
nationals of the EEA states (Norway, Liechtenstein, and lceland). This is considered further
below.

While the main thrust of this note will cover the free movement of econom¡cally active 'natural'
persons (ie individuals), it should be emphasised that EU law allows companies established in
one Member State to set up branches, agencies or subsidiaries in other Member States. Not only
has this right benefitted 'EU' companies but it has also bencfitted companies from non-EU
Member States, wishing to gain a foothold in the single market. So a US corporation might
establish a company in London and then, relying on EU law, set up branches, agencies or
subsidiaries in other Member States (see æse study '1 ).

Case study I

'A company which provides asset management, investment planning and fund
management services throughout the US is cunently looking to oþen an off¡ce in the UK to
be able to access fhe rest of Europe. The main purpose of opening the UK office is to
enable broader distribution of ínvestment funds in Europe.'

Citizenship of the Union

Since the Maastricht Treaty, all nationals of an EU Member State have also become 'Citizens of
the Union' under Article 20 TFEU with rights to move and reside freely in the EU subject to the
limits laid down by EU law. For those who are not economically active, these new rights appeared
to offer them greater protect¡on under EU law than they had enjoyed previously, although recent
case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has cast doubt on this. For those
who are economicafly active, the citizenship provisions have not added much to their EU rights.

For citizens moving to another Member State their rights are more fully articulated by the Citizens'
Directive 2004/38/EC and, for workers, Requlation (EU) 492111 and the Enforcement Directive
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2O14l54lEC. Coordination of social security arrangements is covered by Requlation (EC)
88312004.

UK's 'New Settlement' deal

The importance of free movement of persons, as a key element in the single market package,
was recently reasserted by the UK's New Settlement deal negotiated in Brussels on 18-19
February 2016. This deal was sufficient to enable the Prime Minster, David Cameron to say he
would campaign to stay in the EU. The New Settlement deal did contain a reassertion of the
lmportance of the four freedoms:

'The establishment of an internal market in which the free movement of goods, persons, services
and capital is ensured is an essential objective of the EU.'

The key rights
The Treaty and secondary legislation contains four main rights for EU migrants, which we shall
briefly examine.

The right to leave, to enter and to reside

The Treaty and the secondary legislation allow all EU nationals (and their family members-see
below) to leave one Member State, enter another and reside there. These rights are not
conditional on EU nationals having a visa; they only need to have travel documents (passport or
identity card).

The majority of the Member States of the EU are members of the Schengen area, which is a
borderless travel zone. So a migrant worker going from Belgium to the Netherlands, perhaps on a
daily basis as a so-called 'frontier worker', does not need to show any travel documents.
However, due to an opt-out, the UK retains its borders and the right to check the travel documents
of everyone who crosses its frontiers. The Schenqen Aqreement was initially a separate,
intergovernmental agreement, but the Amsterdam Treaty incorporated the Schengen 'acquis' (ie
legislation) into EU law.

The ght to work

The Treaty and the Citizens' Directive both give EU nationals the right to work as a worker
(dependent on the employer), a self-employed person (independent of the hirer) or as a provider
of services. The large majority of those who have come to the UK in recent years have come as
migrant workers. Best guesses suggest there are about 3 million EU nationals living in the UK
(see Table 1), but this may be an underestimate. Over the past 4 years, more than 2 million EU
nationals have registered for UK National lnsurance numbers which are required for (legal)
access to employment. Evidence suggests that the principal driver for miqration is work, although
many in the Leave campaign dispute this.

Many EU migrants come to the UK to do low skilled jobs, working in the fields picking daffodils,
cabbages and the like, and these are the workers who most often feature in the public's mind. Yet
many emolovers say their business could not function without them (see Case study 2).

Case study 2

A medium-sized agricultural business.ln Easf Anglia, principally farms cabbages and
sends them for processing, mostly for coleslaw. The farm manager sald fhe busrness
needs around tl.5m of labour annually, and 'it all comes from the continent'- Most of
the farm's permanent staff are Polish. It is far from obvious to the farm owner how he
could find a workforce without bringing rn overseas workers.'



However, it is not just in agriculture that EU migrant workers are working. The food processing,
catering and hospitality sectors are hiohlv dependent on m¡grant labour.

There are EU migrant workers at all skilf levels in the UK. Less discussed, but still of considerable
importance, has been migration by high skilled EU workers to the UK (see Case'study 3). The
same basic rules apply whatever the skill level of the individual.

Case study 3

'A sovereign wealth fund with offices and significant investments around the world, set
up an office in London to provide advice and suppoñ on investments in Europe,
including in the technology industry. The London office strengthens collaborations w¡th

European countries and increases the fund's exposure in developed countries.

The London office is headed by the Executive Director who is an EEA national with a
right to reside and work in the UK under European free movement law.'

Not only does EU law allow for free movement of workers but it also permits EEA companies to
bring their third country national (TCN) workers to work in the UK temporarily as, for example,
builders on a UK construction site. This is sometimes referred to as the Van der Elst situation,
following a decis¡on of the CJEU interpreting Article 56 TFEU. The rights of these so-called
'posted' workers are covered by the Posted Workers Directive 96171lEC. ln fact, in the UK, there
are relatively few posted workers working here under EU law.

The right to bring family members

One of the most important rights laid down by the Citizens' Directive is for EU nationals who move
to other Member States to bring their family members with them, irrespective of the nationality of
those family members. Those family members also have the right to work. This has proved an
important way for bringing talent to the UK (see Case study 4).

Case study 4

A successfu/ fechnology start-up in London required a Chief Technology Officer to
asslsf wlfh lfs growth. The company was unable to identify a British national or seftled
worker in the UK but found a highly skilled US national to take up the position, which
had a basic salary in the order of t99,500. This individual was able to join as Chief
Technology Officer without delay owing to his right to work in the UK as the spouse of
an EEA national.'

The right to equal lreatment

Underpinning Articles 45, 49, and 56 TFEU is the principle of non-discrimination on the ground of
nationality (or seat, in the case of corporations). Thus, migrants and their family members must
enjoy the same treatment as nationals in a comparable situation. This covers matters as diverse
as terms and conditions of employment, and social and tax advantages. The principle of equal



treatment means that, as the law now stands, m¡grant workers cannot be denied in-work benefìts:
they must enjoy them on the same terms as nationals.

However, the principle of equal treatment is not as straightforuuard as first appears. lt outlaws both
direct and indirect discrimination (see Fig 1).

Direct discrimination involves overt, less favourable treatment on the grounds of nationality. lt is
unlawful unless it can be justified on the grounds of public policy, secur¡ty and health. Usually
Member States fail to make out this defence. This issue arose in respect of UEFA and FIFA's
rules requiring football clubs Iike Manchester United to limit the number of foreign players being
fielded in a particular match. Since the rules were directly discriminatory and could not be saved
for reasons of public policy, they were contrary to Article 45 TFEU and have since been
abolished.

lndirect discrimination is the situation where a rule says nothing about nationality on its face but in
fact disadvantages migrant workers. A good example is a requirement to have been resident in
the host state for a period of time prior to the right to receive a particular benefit. Such rules are
unlawful under EU law (because it is harder for an EU migrant to satisfy the requirement than for
nationals) unless the requirement can be objectively justifìed and the steps taken are
proport¡onate. This means that a state is able to defend its rules by pointing to a good reason
connected with the public interest justifying its rule. So, in the case law the CJEU has accepted
that states can impose a residence requirement before a migrant is entitled to receive certain
benefits. This requirement is justified on the grounds that the individual must establish a 'genuine
link' with the territory of the host state. However, the residence requirement must be
proport¡onatæne year probably would be; five years would not.

More recent case law has shifted the emphasis away from discrimination and towards market
access. So the CJEU has said that a non-discriminatory restriction on free movement which
hinders free movement will be caught by the Treaty unless the rule can be objectively justifìed. So
in the well-known football case, Bosman, the requ¡rement that the buying club pay the selling club
a transfer fee tor an out of contract player, while non-discriminatory (the same rule applied
whether the buying club was in same state as the selling club or a different state), restricted free
movement and could not be justified. The rules have now been abolished.

Fig 1: The non-discrimination principle
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The impact of Brexit

lf the UK votes to leave the EU on 23 June 2016, the Prime Minster will start the Article 50 TEU
process which means that he will notify the European Council. Ariicle 50 then provides that:

'ln the light of the guidelines provided by the European Council, the Union shall negotiate and
conclude an agreement with that State, setting out the arrangements for its withdrawal, taking
account of the framework for its future relationship with the Union.'

Thus, while there is no obligation on the EU to negotiate alternatives to full membership, it is likely
that the UK will ask for alternatives to be considered.

One possibility woufd be for the UK to become a member of the European Free Trade Agreement
(EFTA) and then join the European Economic Area (EEA). The European Economic Area (EEA)
Agreement enables three of the four EFTA Member States (lceland, Liechtenstein and Norway) to
participate in the EU's lnternal Market. lf this option is adopted, the current rules, as outlined
above, would continue to apply. The UK would not, however, have any formal input into the
drafting and adoption of future EU legislation to which the UK would continue to be bound.

A second possibility would be for the UK to join EFTA and then have a series of bilateral
agreements with the EU, as do the Swiss. Switzerland has over 120 separate bilateral
agreements with the EU (but crucially not in the field of financial services). Under this approach,
the UK would not have full access to the single market because access would depend on the
existence of an agreement. lt would still have to make contributions to the EU's budget and, in
return for access to the single market, ii would still have to comply with single market rules.

A permutation of the Swiss model would be for the UK to enier into its own UK-EU free trade
agreement involving one single agreement in return for which the EU is likely to demand that the
UK accept the principle of free movement of persons. This would provide greater continuity over
access to the single market, but, as with the Norwegian/Swiss options, the UK would not have
influence over the drafting of EU legislation to which it would be bound. Norway and Switzerland
both have higher immigration per head of population from the EU than the UK, as of 2013.

A third possibitity would be for the UK to enter ¡nto a customs union with the EU, such as that
which exists between Turkey and the EU, which covers trade in industrial products and some
agricultural products- This does not, however, apply to persons. So in this scenario, as in the
scenario in which no agreement is reached regulating the UK's future relationship with the EU, the
UK would be reliant on the protect¡on provided by the World Trade Organisation (WTO). The
WTO does have a General Agreement on Trade in Services but not on other aspects of free
movement of persons. ln these situations UK immigration law alone would apply.

Rights of Entry and Residence
Sfeve Peerg University of Essex, 17 May 2016

lntroduction

The free movement of EU citizens to the UK (and vice versa) is a key feature of the UK's EU
membership. However, it is too simple to describe this as a 'loss of control of British borders'-
because the UK retains the right to check people at its borders, and can appty its own law to the
large majority of non-EU citizens, who make up the majority of net migrants to the EU.i
Furthermore, although the free movement of EU citizens is generous compared to ordinary



immigration law, it is not unlimited.

Rights of entry and res¡dence

The free movement rights of EU citizens and the limitations upon these rights are set out in the
EU Treaties and legislation. Among these sources, the main rules on the free movement of EU
citizens are set out in an EU law known in practice as the'Citizens' Directive'. That Directive
provides that EU citizens and their family members can move to another member state initially for
a period of three months, without any conditions other than having a passport or identity card
(Article 6)." However, during this time, the EU citizen does not have any right to social assistance
benefits (Arlicle 24(2). The question of subsequent access to benefits (including in-rvork benefits)
¡s set out in another paper in this collection.

After three months, the Citizens' Directive says that EU citizens and their family members can
stay subjeci to further conditions: they are either workers or self-employed; or have 'sufficient
resources' noi to burden the social assistance system, along with health insurance; or are
students in a post-secondary institution, if they have health insurance and declare that they will
not be a burden to the social assistance system (Article 7(1)). Jobseekers can stay after three
months and look for work, as long as they'can provide evidence that they are continuing to seek
employment and that they have a genuine chance of being engaged' (Artide 1a(a)(b)).

EU citizens have the right to be joined by their family members: defined as a spouse or (subject to
conditions) civil partner, children under 21 or dependent, or dependent ascending or descending
relatives of the EU citizen or that citizen's spouse. Member States must also 'facilitate' the
admission of a broader category of family members, who do not however have an unlimited right
to enter and stay (unmarried partners, and other dependent relatives). There is no income
threshold requirement (besides the underlying obligation for the EU citizen sponsor to qualify
under the terms of the Citizens' Directive in the first place), and no requirement of 'prior lawful
residence' in the UK or another Member State.

ln principle EU free movement law does not apply to UK citizens in the UK who seek to be joined
by their non-EU family members. Those UK citizens are subject to the much stricter UK rules on
family reunion instead. However, according to the Surlnder Slnqh judgment (as subsequently
confirmed and clarifìed by the CJEU), UK citizens æn move to another Member State, spend
some time there with a non-EU family member, and then return to the UK.

It is important to be aware that the UK renegotiation deal agreed by the UK government and the
EU on 20 February 2016 would allow the UK to impose extra constraints upon EU citizens who
have third-counhy nat¡onal family members (Annex Vll to the EU summit conclusions of Februarv
2016). EU law will be changed to show that non-Eu family members would have to show 'prior
lawful residence' in a Member State before they can join an EU citizen who has moved to another
Member State. The EU Commission will also issue guidance to suggest to Member States that it
might be easier to restrict family members from joining a citizen on the return to his or her own
Member State.

After flve years' legal stay on the basis of the Citizens' Directive, EU citizens and their family
members can obtain permanent residence status, mean¡ng that they no longer have restr¡cted
access to social benefits and no longer are required to meet the conditions mentioned above for
an extended right of residence (Articles 16-21). lt a marriage ends before that date, the family
members of an EU citizen can still stay in the country, subject to certain conditions (such as a



prior period of resldence, to make sure that the marriage is genuine; see Articles 12 and 13).
Separate rules also state that where an EU citizen was a worker and left the country, his or her
children can stay, as can the non-EU parent that looks after them (see, for instance, the
judgments in Texeira and lbrahim).

Exclusion and expulsion

As for EU citizens or their family members who may be a threat to security, the Citizens' Directive
allows for expulsion, entry bans or refusal of enhy for those who are a threat to'public policy,
public security or public health' (Articles 27-33). These limits are discussed in a separate paper in
this collection, but it should be noted that it is possible to apply an entry ban at the UK border
(Article 32), and all EU citizens who seek to come to the UK are checked at the border before
entry. Restrictions must be proportionate and'based exclusively on the personal conduct of the
individual concerned'. People cannot be excluded on general preventive grounds, but on
'personal conduct' which 'must represent a genuine, present and sufficiently serious threat
affecting one of the fundamental interests of society' (Article 27(1)). British authorities can check
on an individual's police record after entry (Article 27(2)). For those who are in the territory, there
is greater protection against expulsion over time, but there is never any absolute ban on expulsion
(Articles 27(2) and 32). By way of example, the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU)
has accepted that druq traffickers and child abusers can be expelled, no matter how long they
have resided on a country's territory.

It is also possible to expel EU ciiizens on grounds that they rely on social assistance, but they
cannot be expelled automatically because of an application for such assistance, and workers,
self-employed people and jobseekers with a genuine chance of finding work cannot be expelled
on such grounds either (Article 14(3) and (a)). Nor can people be expelled purely because their
passport or identity card expired (Article f 5(2)). Anyone expelled on such'economic grounds' has
the same procedural rights as people expelled for non-economic reasons, and cannot be subject
to an entry ban (Article 15(1) and (3)).

Cítizenship

What about dual citizens? An EU citizen who is also the citizen of a non-Member State can
always rely on the EU citizenship to invoke free movement rights, even if they acquired that
nationality recently (CJEU judgment in Micheletti). However, people who are cit¡zens of two
Member States can generally only invoke EU free movement law if they have moved between
Member States (CJEU judgment in McCarthv). So, in that case, a dual citizen of the UK and
lreland who had always lived in the UK could not invoke her lrish nationality to bring her non-EU
husband to the UK on the basis of EU free movement law.

According to the CJEU judgment in Kaur, EU law does not affect the UK rules on different
categories of national citizenship. While there are no EU-wide rules on how non-EU citizens
resident in the EU can obtain c¡tizenship, it should be noted that Member States usually make the
grant of citizenship to non-national residents subject to a condition of lawful residence,"r and deny
citizenship status to those convicted of crimes. lndeed, even lav'¡ful residents can lose their right to
reside if they are convicted for a serious crime.

However, the CJEU's Rottmann judgment made clear that EU law can affect the /oss of national
citizenship: in that case Member States must justify the grounds (fraud) on which citizenship might
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be lost, and also put procedural protection in place. The thinking behind the Rottmann case is that
it should not be possible to easily lose the citizenship of the EU. ln the judgmenl in Ruiz
Zambrano, the CJEU went further, deciding that the'effective enjoyment'of EU citizenship meant
that the non-EU parent of an EU citizen could not simply be deported or denied a work permit
because this would effectively result in the EU c¡tizen having to leave the territory of the EU. The
CJEU has not yei clarified what happens if the other parent (who might often be a citizen of that
Member State) is still able to look after the child concerned. Nor has it yet clarified the limits on
expelling a non-EU parent of a UK child on criminal grounds (the parent in Ruiz Zambrano was an
irregular migrant, but not a convicted criminal). Cases pending before the CJEU (CS and Chavez-
Vilchez) should clarify these ¡ssues.

Future enlargement

Finally, what about future EU enlargements? lt should be noted that no further enlargement is
likely for a number of years-least of all with Turkey, which has only agreed one out of 35
negotiating chapters in over ten years of negotiations. The last three enlargements have been
subject to seven yoar waiting periods for citizens of most of the new Member States (in relation to
seeking employment). Although the UK decided not to apply the waiting period in full for the
Member States which joined in 2004, it applied such a waiting period for the later enlargements
and could do so again in future. ln fact, since EU enlargement is subject to the unanimous
consent of each government and approval by national parliaments, the UK could insist on a
longer transitional period before full free movement of new Member States, or even rule out
enlargement or free movement from the new Member State altogether.

I 
Off¡ce of Nat¡onal Statislics, Migrot¡on Stot¡stics Qudrterly Report, Feb.2076.

rL Directive 2oo4l38 (oJ 2oo4 L 758/771.
r¡¡ 

See Art 6 of the Counc¡l of Europe's European Convention on National¡ty (ETS 166), whìch 12 Member States have

ratìf¡ed.

EU Citizens'Access to Welfare Benefits: Past,
Present and Future

Desmond Rutledge, Barrister, Garden Coutt Chambers 13 May 2016

lntroduction
Since the UK joined what is now called the European Unìon (EU), migrant workers, who are
nationals of other EU member states, and their family members, have enjoyed extensive rights of
residence in the UK under EU law.

The non-discrimination provisions in EU law mean that those EU citizens who are exercising EU
rights of free movement in the UK are - as a matter of principle - entitled to the same tax,
housing and 'social advantages' in the UK as British citizens. lt has been settled by the courts that
social security benefits are part of these advantages.

The eligibility rules for EU citizens
How the rules developed over time

Until the mid-1990s, EU citizens exercising rights of free movement were entitled to receive
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benefits on the same basis as Brit¡sh citizens. Over time, UK legislatíve changes have been
introduced that, as regarding EU citizens migrating into the UK, restrict or exclude access to
mainstream welfare benefits.

ln 1994, a habitual residence test was introduced for the main UK means{ested benefits. The
aim of the test was to stop someone claiming welfare benefits in the UK where such a pelson had
only recently arrived in the Common Travel Area (the United Kingdom, the Channel lslands, the
lsle of Man and the Republic of lreland). The test was aimed principally at EU citizens but it
applied to British citizens as well.

ln May 2004, the habitual residence test was altered by the addition of the requirement of a 'right
to reside' as a precondition for accessing mainstream benefìts. Only those EU citizens who are
able to demonstrate that they have a legal right of residence in the UK, based on EU law, can
access mainstream welfare benefits. This right to reside requirement is contained in the relevant
benefit regulations but it is underpinned by the provisions that regulate EU free movement in the
UK: the lmmigration (European Economic Area) Regulations 2006 (Sl 2006/1003).

Around the same time, additional restrictions were introduced for nationals from eight of the
Accession States (Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and
Slovenia (the A8 states)) that joined the EU on 30 April 2004. Nationals of these countries, who
wanted to work in the UK, had to register their employment under the Worker Registration
Scheme. Such restrictions lasted from 1 May 2004 until April 201 1.

Similar but harsher restrictions were imposed on nationals of Romania and Bulgaria (42
nationals) from I January 2007 (when their countries joined the EU) until 3l December 2013.
They were only classed as'workers'if their employment was categorised as authorised work
under the Workers Authorisation Scheme (subject to certain exemptions). A similar scheme was
put in place for Croatian nationals when their country joined the EU in July 2013.

Changes since 2014

More recently, further changes have been driven by the view, repeated in Government press
statements, that the UK is'vulnerable to benefit tourism' (because entitlement to certa¡n benefìts
is based on residence rather than contributions based on the person's employment record), and
that this acts as an 'incentive' to EU citizen migrants and to those from Eastern Europe in
particular.

Against this highly-charged political background, in 2014, the Coalition Government introduced a
package of measures aimed at limiting EU citizens' access to benefits as newly-arrived work-
seekers. These changes also affected EU citizens who were already settled in the UK but who
then become unemployed. The principle changes being:
. a statutory presumption that entitlement to income-based Jobseeker's Allowance (JSA) would

end after three months for newly-arrived work seekers, and after six months for former
workers now unemployed, with a limited discretion to extend entitlement to income-based
JSA, but only if the EU citizen can produce evidence of an actual job offer.

o the removal of any entitlement to Housing Benefit for certain EU citizen jobseekers (who were
not former workers);

. a complete exclusion from income-based JSA and benefits for children until the EU citizen has
been living in the UK for a period of three months.
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. the ¡ntroduction of a minimum earnings threshold to help decision makers determine whether
an EU citizen is or was in 'genuine and effective'work.

Universal Credit

The rules for Universal Credit (UC) have also been amended with EU citizens in mind. First,
newly arrived EU citizens are barred from claiming UC as jobseekers. Secondly, anyone in self-
employment will, after 12 months been deemed to be working 35 hours a week have an income
equivalent of the national minimum wage rate (regardless of their actual income), if they seek to
claim means{ested beneflts.

Future changes to in-work benefits

ln 2015, the Government turned its attention lo in-work benefits for EU citizens as the next
'problem' that needed to be solved. Prior to the 2015 Election, David Cameron proposed that EU
citizen migrants could be denied in-work benefits (e.9. tax credits) until they had been in the UK
for four years. This proposal was agreed at a meeting of the European Commission in February
2016 in an effort to reach a "new settlement" for the UK. The agreement provides that access to
in-work benefits can be limited to newly-arr¡ved EU workers in the UK for up to four years in order
to (take into account of the "pull factor arising" from the UK's in-work benefiis regime.

It was also agreed that child benefit paid to EU citizens in the UK, for their children living outside
the UK, but in the territory of the EU, will no longer be paid at UK rates but at a rate that reflects
the conditions - including the standard of living and child benefit paid - of the country where the
children live. The settlement applies to'new claims made by EU workers in the host Member
State'; but after I January 2O20, it'may' be extended to 'existing claims already exported by EU
workers'.

The main types of benefits
The main benefits that EU citizens and their families can access if they satisfy the relevant
eligibility rules are:
. lncome-replacement benefits which meet the day{o-day living costs of those who are

unemployed or unable to work because they are s¡ck. Such benefits include income-based
JSA, income-related Employment and Support Allowance (ESA), Universal Credit (UC) and, in
limited circumstances (e.9. as a family member of an estranged partner), lncome Support (lS).
These benefits are subject to a right to reside condition.

. Additional income benefitswhich deliver additional income to people in work and with children,
such as Tax Credits and Child Benefit (CHB). These benefits are subject to a right to reside
condition.

. Extra cosfs beneflfs which provide support to afleviate the extra costs associated with
disability and housing costs, such as Housing Benefit (HB), which is subject to a right to reside
condition, as well as Personal lndependence Payment (PlP), Disability Living Allowance (DLA)
and Carer's Allowance (CA), which are subject to a past presence test such that the claimant
must be living in the UK for at least 2 years prior to making the claim.

When can EU citizens claím benefits? - a summary
Under the current rules, EU citizens are eligible or ineligible for the following benefits:
. EU citizens who are currently working in the UK in work that is'genuine and effective'can

access ¡n-work benefits, including Working Tax Credit.
. EU citizens who are first-time work seekers in the UK are not entitled to HB, and their

entitlement to income-based JSA (as well as other benefits) is limited to three months (subject
to a short extension if they have a job offer).
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EU cit¡zens who are currently registered as looking for work, who have worked ¡n the UK and
have retained their worker status through employment only are entitled to income-based JSA
(and out-of-work benefits) up to a limit of six months (subject to a short extension if they have
a job offer).
EU citizens who are currently temporarily incapable of work but who have been in 'genuine
and effective work', either through employment or self-employment in the UK, are entitled to
income-related ESA and other out-of-work benefits
EU citizens who are on a break from employment due to maternity may still be entitled to lS or
income-based JSA for up to 52 weeks: see Saint Prix v Secretarv of State for Work and
Pensions (C-507112\.

EU citizens who have acquired a permanent right to reside (i.e. ihose who have resided in the
UK legally for more than five years as workers or family members of workers) can access
benefits on the same basis as British citizens.

EU citizens excluded from benefits
EU citizens who become unemployed are excluded from mainstream benefits if they do not find
work within three months (or for former workers six months). For those who are unable to work,
e.g. due to a long-term disability or caring responsibilities, they can be denied benefits in order to
prevent them from becoming an unreasonable burden on the UK's social assistance system.

Case law has confirmed that a refusal of benefit to an EU citizen in these circumstances does not
require an individual assessment of the claimant's personal circumstances: see Mirqa v Secretarv
of State for Work and Pensions & Anor f2O161UKSC 1 .

Housing Assistance
EU citizens wishing to access housing assistance (for example because they are homeless) are
subject to similar eligibility rules to those EU citizens claiming welfare benefits, save that work
seekers are not ellgible for any housing assistance.

Conclusions
It will be apparent from the above that the eligibility rules governing EU citizens' access to welfare
benefits are strongly linked to an EU citizen either being engaged in work or retaining a link to
previous employment. Those EU citizens who manage to remain in work (or retain their worker
status), for a continuous period of at least five years will acquire a permanent right to reside in the
UK. However, many EU citizens struggle to meet the residence test because they are only able
to obtain transient or casual work associated with certain industries, for example, agriculture,
cater¡ng, hospitality etc. which pay minimal earnings under zero hours contracts. Further many EU
citizens are unable to produce the necessary documentation needed to establish an entitlemeni to
benefit. Against this background, talk of the UK being vulnerable to benefit tourism appears far-
fetched.

Further Readinq

Measures to limit miqrants' access to benefits, House of Commons Briefing Paper, Number 06889, 17
June 2015, by Steven Kennedy.

Miqration and welfare benefits, by Madeleine Sumption, William Allen, Last updated: 04 May 2015,
available on https:i/fullfact.org/

EEA nationals and the habitual residence test, available on the Citizens Advice website at
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https://www.citizensadvice.org. uk/benefìts.

FactCheck: Do 43 per cent of EU miqrants claim benefits? 10 Nov 2015, Channel 4 News, available
on http://blogs.channe14.com

Benefits for Migrants Handbook,6th edn, Child Poverty Action Group (Oct 2014).

The UK Referendum on the EU and the Common
European Asylum System
Elspeth Guild, Parfner, Kingsley Napley, 29 April 2016

lntroduction

The issues of refugees' arrival, reception and protection have been particularly evident in the
political debate in the UK and elsewhere in the EU over the past s¡x months. The images of
people fleeing Syria and lraq and travelling across Europe searching for a place of safety have
touched the hearts of many. The obstacles and state action designed to prevent refugees from
arriving in safety in Europe has also attracted much criticism.

One way to deflect the unease which many people in the UK feel about the treatment of refugees
in Europe, including those trying to get to the UK camped in fìlthy conditions in Calais and other
French ports, has been to blame the EU for the problem. This note sets out a short history of the
Common European Asylum System (CEAS) and the most recent reliable data on the arrival of
asylum seekers in the EU in 2015.

What is the CEAS?

The CEAS has its roots firmly in the EU's 1992 project designed in the mid 1980s to complete the
internal market by abolishing border conirols on the free movement of goods, persons, services
and capital. lt is this 1992 project which forms the basis of the Schengen area without internal
controls on the movement of people. Concerns were expressed by interior and home affairs
ministries of the then Member States in the 1980s about the abolition of border controls-in
particular as regards asylum seekers and refugees. As a compromise to address these concerns,
the EU agreed that asylum seekers and refugees would be excluded from the right to free
movement without controls on persons. lnstead they would be subject to a specific regime which
would require them to apply for asylum, in practice, in the first Member State through which they
arrived. This is generally called the 'Dublin' principle after the city in which the first agreement was
signed.

Also in the early 1990s, the Member States agreed among themselves a series of issues
including:

. the definition and rights of refugees and beneficiaries of international protection
o procedures for determining applications and principles of safe countries of origin, and
. safe third countries for asylum seekers to be returned to.

It was not until 1999 that the CEAS was actually created through amendments to the EU treaties
to give the EU ¡nstitutions competence over asylum. At that time, the UK negotiated a right to opt
out of any binding legislation of the CEAS which it chose not to apply, but it could only opt out
once, and could not opt in and then out.

With the creation of the CEAS, the EU entered into the field of asylum which was already heavily
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populated by international obligations wh¡ch all Member States had accepted. The f¡rst is the UN
Refugee Convention 1951 and its 1967 Protocol which prohibits states from sending a refugee
(including an asylum seeker) to a country where he or she would be at risk of persecution.
Thereafter, the UN Convention Against Torture 1984, again ratified by all EU Member States
prohibits sending anyone to a country where there is a real risk that he or she would suffer torture.
ln 2006 the UN adopted the Convention Against Enforced Disappearances which also prohibits
sending anyone to a country where there is a real risk that he or she would be subject to an
enforced disappearance. Almost all Member States have signed and many have ratified this
convention. The European Court of Human Righis interprets the European Convention on Human
Rights as also prohibiting the sending of anyone to a country where there is a real risk that he or
she would suffer torture, ¡nhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. So the CEAS has to be
cons¡stent with the obligations which the Member States already had, and further, according to
the EU treaty, it must be consistent with the UN Refugee Convention (with regard to the guidance
of the UNHCR on its proper implementation).

The first phase of legislative activity of the CEAS was completed in 2005 by which time four key
measures had been adopted:
. the Dublin Regulation setting out the rules around which asylum seekers would be allocated to

Member States for processing of their asylum applications-to make the Dublin Regulation
work, the EU created a database of the fingerprints of all asylum seekers (EURODAC) in
order to be able to check where they ought to be

. the Reception Conditions Directive seti¡ng out the minimum standards of reception (housing,
support, health care etc) which states must provide to asylum seekers.

. the Qualification Directive defining the status of refugee and beneficiary of subsidiary
protection and the rights which attach to each of the statuses, and

. the Procedures Directive establishing the procedural standards which much apply to the
determination of all asylum applications.

The UK opted in to all these measures and transposed them inio national law. ln 2013 the EU
agreed the second phase of the CEAS moving from minimum standards to common standards in
all four areas covered by the measures adopted by 2005. The UK opted out of all of these re-cast
measures with the exception of the new Dublin Regulation. But it remains bound by the first
phase measures. The reason why the UK opted in to the first phase measures was that the
government of the time considered that this would be in the UK's best interests. By the t¡me the
second phase measures were negotiated, the UK government had changed and there was no
longer a consensus that participating in further EU integration on asylum law was advantageous
for the UK.

The CEAS has been much criticised by practitioners and academics as being too harsh on
asyfum seekers. The Dublin system in particular has come in for consistent criticism as it creates
uncertainty and hardship for the asylum seeker who may have good reasons for wanting to make
his or her asylum application in a country other than the one which is designated under the EU
rules-such as the individual who arrives in Greece but has close family members in the UK. The
same issue arises in respect of people stuck in Calais who do not want to apply for asylum in
France as they have family and other links in the UK. They fear that if they apply for asylum in
France it will be a very long time, if ever, before they will be able to join those family members in
the UK. The person then is threatened with removal to another Member State where he or she
does not want to be and is prohibited from applying for asylum where he or she does want to be.
Although the European Commission has calculated that in practice only 3% of asylum seekers are
ever subject to a Dublin transfer, the threat affects many asylum seekers negatively.

The UK government is a strong supporter of the Dublin system, not least as it results in few
asylum seekers being entitled to apply for asylum in the UK because ¡ts geography ¡s far from the
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entry po¡nts through which asylum seekers enter the EU. Thus the chances are very good that
some other Member State will be responsible for the asylum seeker before he or she gets
anyvvhere near the UK. This is the issue of the so-called Calais jungle where people who want to
apply for asylum in the UK are required by the EU rules to apply for asylum in France (where they
do not want to be). Although there is much speculation about why asylum seekers want to apply
in one Member State rather than another, under EU law they are entitled to the same cond¡t¡ons
of reception during the process of determining their claims, and the same rights (work, education
etc) when they are recognised as refugees or beneficiaries of international protection. So there is
no objective reason based on benefits for an asylum seeker to want to make an application in one
Member State rather than another.

The problem of people drowning in the Mediterranean on their way to seek asylum in the EU is
not one directly related to the CEAS. lnstead it is the result of EU (including the UK's) border
controls. People in need of international protection generally cannot take scheduled flights to
Europe as they do not have the necessary passports and visas. Without these documents the
carriers will not allow passengers to embark, as the carriers will be fined on arrival. Thus the only
option for people seeking asylum in Europe is frequently to place their lives in the hands of
smugglers-the only'travel agents'who will deal with them. Having created the problem of death
in the Mediterranean through border control rules, the EU has then set out trying to save people
from drowning in the Mediterranean using coast guards and military assets.

Outcomes of the CEAS and the possible consequences of UK withdrawal

What are the outcomes of the CEAS? The first problem is that for asylum seekers there are still
very substantial differences in protection rates depending on where they have applied for asylum
in the EU. This is the case even for asylum seekers from war-torn countries where the asylum
claims are primarily on the basis of the generalised violence in the country of origin.

Refugee Recognition Rates by selected Member State and country of origin: 2013/14¡i¡

lran
% of applicat¡ons 7o given protection

UK I 57

Germanv Not available 73
Beloium Not available 61

Austria 3 97
Netherlands Not available 45
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According to EUROSTAT, the EU's statistical agency, the number of people seeking asylum in
the EU in 2015 topped 1 .2 million-about twice as many people as applied for asylum in the
preceding year. The worsening violence in Syria, lraq and Afghanistan are central in explaining
this rise in numbers.

This is the picture of asylum seekers in the EU:

As can be seen, the UK does not receive a substantial proportion of the EU's asylum seekers.
Most other large Member States receive considerably more. Yet, the press and our political
leaders are anxious about the numbers of asylum seekers entering the EU. The UK has chosen
not to participate in any of the EU's relocation plans to move asylum seekers from overburdened
Greek and ltalian islands to other Member States. lnstead, the UK government has embarked on
a programme of re-settlement of refugees from Turkey and elsewhere in the region, but outs¡de
the EU, to the UK directly.
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The CEAS is a rather dynamic field of EU legislative activity, but not one in which the UK has
chosen to be centrally engaged. The European Commission proposed in April 2016 that the
various parts of the CEAS be codified into one single legal framework. This proposal is currently
on the table.

The consequences of a UK withdrawal from the EU on the CEAS are not likely to be large for the
other 27 Member States, but may be problematic for the UK. At the moment the UK is bound by
the first phase measures of the CEAS on minimum reception conditions, the definition of refugee
and beneficiary of international protection, and the procedural rules. lt participates in the Dublin
re-cast rules on responsibility sharing of asylum applications. A UK withdrawal would mean that
the UK would need to re-negotiate its participation in the Dublin system if it wants to continue to
have the possibility of sending asylum seekers to other Member States to have their asylum
applications processed there. At the moment the UK is a substantial net beneficiary of the Dublin
system, sending a lot more requests to other Member States to take back asylum seekers than it
receives. Though whether the numbers are sufficient to merit the effort is unclear. According to
EUROSTAT, the Dublin returns with the UK's closest neighbour, France are as follows:

Year lncomíng Dublin
requests from
France to UK

Requests
accepted

lncomrng
Dublin
requests from
UK to France

Kequests
accepted

2011 226 63 285 182
2012 226 5S '191 71

2013 195 46 186 73
?o14 158 Data not available 174 74

A decision to leave the EU would put the UK in a similar position to Denmark-which participates
in the Dublin system, but not in any of the other measures of the CËAS. However, the European
Commission announced in April 2016 that it would be proposing a new consolidated instrument
on asylum bringing all the CEAS measures into one Directive. lt has also proposed substantial
changes to the system with a view to creat¡ng a more regulated and coherent asylum system
across the continent. lf the UK wants to participate in this new system, it will only be able to do so
if it remains in the EU.

The EU's Borders: Schengen, Frontex and the l.-,lK
Bernard Ryan, Professor of Law, Un¡vetsity of Leicester, 19 May 2016

lntroduction
This paper is concerned with the relationship of the UK to the framework of immigration control at
EU borders. That framework has two main elements: the absence of immigration control at the
shared internal borders of Schengen states, and provision for common rules and action in relation
to the external border.

The paper begins with an outline of the main elements of the EU's internal and external borders
framework, in so far as that is concerned with immigration control (sections 1 and 2, respectively).
It goes on to summarise developments in the EU framework prompted by the migration crisis of
2015-2016 (section 3). The position of the UK within the current regime is then addressed
(section 4). The implications of this policy area for the June 23 referendum campaign are



indlcated in the paper's conclus¡on.

The Schengen zone

Treaty foundations
The origins of the EU's border regime lie in an international agreement between five member
states-Belgium, France, West Germany, the Netherlands and Luxembourg-signed at
Schengen in Luxembourg on 14 June'1985, to move towards open borders."' A more detailed
'Schengen implementing convention' was agreed ¡n 1990. lts Title ll addressed immigration
control, including rules on the crossing of internal borders, control at external borders, and visas."'
The two agreements and the further decisions of the Schengen Executive Committee. came to be
known as the 'Schengen acquls'-in other words, the Schengen rules. The Schengen border-free
zone actually came into being on 26 March 1995, once legal and operational pre-conditions were
in place.

The EU's Treaty of Amsterdam, agreed in June 1997, put in place a broad set of powers over
borders, immigration and asylum matters within the European Community Treaty. Building upon
these new powers, a Protocol to the Treaty of Amsterdam-now Protocol 19 to the TFEU-
provided for the incorporation of the previous Schengen acgurs into EU law. When the Treaty of
Amsterdam came into force on I May 1999, the Schengen acgurs concerning immigration control,
borders control and visas was classed as falling under the new Article 62 EC. After modifications
to ihe powers and treaty structure by the Treaty of Lisbon (in force on I November 2009), the
relevant Treaty provision is Article 77 TFËU.

As of 2016, there are 26 states within the Schengen zone, who have agreed to the abol¡tion of
internal border controls as between one another. These include 22 of the 28 EU Member States.
lreland and the UK are outside by choice, as a result of arrangements put in place by the Treaty
of Amsterdam (see further below in relation to the UK). Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus and Roman¡a
are in a different position: they are bound by the Schengen acqurs, bui internal border controls
have not as yet been abolished in relation to them.

The Schengen zone also includes four non-EU states, by virtue of international agreements.
Iceland and Norway joined the zone on 25 March 2001, ¡n order to preserve the Nordic Passport
Union with Denmark, Finland and Sweden."' Switzerland, which. has a fand border with four EU
states, joined the Schengen zone on 12 December 2008."' Switzerland was followed by
Liechtenstein, which has an open border with it, as of 19 December 201 1 .iii

Internal border controls
The main Schengen rules relating to .border controls on persons are now contained in the
Schengen Borders Code, as amended."' The fundamental provision of the Code sets out the
general principle that internal borders 'may be crossed at any point without a border check on
petsons, irrespective of their nationality, being carried out.""

The Schengen Borders Code provides for the temporary re-introduction of internal border controls
in two situations. Firstly, where there is a'serious threat to public policy or internal security' in a
Member State, that state may unilaterally re-introduce controls."' The state in question is obliged
to not¡fy the other Member States and the Commission, and to inform the Council of Ministers (as
such) and the European Parliament. This procedure should be followed in advance if the threat is
foreseen, but may be followed after the fact if the threat was not foreseen.

Secondly, where serious deficiencies in external border control put the'overall functioning' of
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the Schengen zone at r¡sk, the Council of Ministers, acting on a proposal by the Commission, may
decide to recommend the introduction of internal border controls to one or more Member States."'
This may be done for periods of up to six months, to a maximum of two years. This provision was
added in 2013, largely in response to a controversy betvveen France and ltaly in 201 1, when
France had sought to block the entry of Tunisian nationals who had arrived after the Arab Spring,
and to whom the ltalian authorities had issued short-stay humanitarian residence permits.

A related set of provisions, contained in the Schengen lmplementing Convention 1990, confer
legal rights upon categories of non-EU third-country nationals to cross Schengen internal borders,
and to stay in other Schengen states for periods of up to three months."'The persons who benefit
are those who hold a Schengen short-stay visa, or who are exempt from the requirement to hold
one, and those with residence permits or long-stay visas issued by one of the Schengen states.

Supporting measures

The practical operation of the Schengen zone is supporled by the Schengen lnformation System.
(lts current version is known as 'SlS ll'.) This is an inter-state database containing information
about persons and property of interest to state authorities. The reasons for entering information
relate primarily to policing and criminal. justice matters, including extradition, missing persons,
surveillance and the seizure of property."'

lmmigration alerts are also entered on SIS ll for third country nationals who are to be refused
entry."' These alerts are mandatory for persons who have been convicted of an offence 'carrying a
penalty involving deprivation of liberty of at least one year', or in respect of whom there are either
'serious grounds' for believing that they have committed a serious criminal offence or'clear
indications of an intention' to do so, in the territory of a Member State. Alerts concerning refusal of
entry are optional in the case of third country nationals who are subject to a re-entry ban, having
been expelled, refused entry or removed from a Member State because of non-compliance with
its immigration law.

A further core element in the system is a Commission-led evaluation mechanism established by
EU Regulation 105312013.üi This Regulation provides for an annual programme of evaluation of
Member State compliance with their obligations under the Schengen acquis. These evaluations
are based in part on inspections, which include both pre-announced and unannounced site v¡sits
to the state concerned. While this mechanism covers all elements of the Schengen acquls, it has
proven to be especially relevant to situations of migration pressure at the external border.

External borders
The counterpart of the abolition of internal borders within the Schengen zone is common
arrangements by Schengen states concern¡ng their shared external border. The principal
arrangements of this kind æncern Schengen states' obligations as regards the external border,
and the Frontex agency.

External border rules

The Schengen Borders Code, referred to above, contains a series of provisions concerning the
conduct by Schengen states of border control at the external borders of the Schengen zone. The
following may be highlighted in particular:
. As a general rule, external borders may be crossed only at border crossing points and at fixed

opening hours."'
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All persons crossing the external border should be checked by border guards."' At present,
persons with rights of movement under EU law are subject to a minimum check of their
identity, based on their travel documents, and security checks of databases are permitted only
on a 'non-systematic basis'; in contrast, 'third country nationals'(i.e., all other persons) should
be subject to systematic entry and exit checks."' lt is likely however that the Code will soon be
amended to require, as a general rule, systematic checks on persons with rights of movement
under EU law as well, in order to determine whether they pose a security threat."'
Third country nationals' entry is subject to requirements to hold a valid passport or other travel
document, to hold a residence permit or (if required) a visa issued by a Schengen state, to
justify their intended stay, and to have sufficient means of subsistence. They should not be
admitted if an alert has been entered on the Schengen lnformation System, or they are
otherwise considered a security threat."'

. Member states should engage in effective border surveillance to prevent unauthorised
crossings and cross-border criminal activity."'

Frontex

The EU arrangements concerning the external border also include the European Agency for the
Management of Operational Cooperation at the External Borders. This body, generally known as
Frontex, came into existence on 1 May 2005, and is based in Warsaw.

Frontex does not engage in external border operations of its own. Rather, its mandate is to
provide support to Member States in fherr exiernal border control. ln practice, Frontex's main
operational activities are (1) arranging assistance to 'host' border states by'guest' officers and
vessels from other Schengen states, and (2) organising joint flights for the return to countries of
origin of migrants without status.

The legal framework relating to Frontex is contained in EU Regulati on 2oo7 t2004.ìii Border
surveillance operations at sea in which Frontex is involved are governed by obligations set out in
the Sea Borders Regulation of 2014.iii

The EU border regime and the 2015-2016 crisis
The migration crisis of 201 5 and 2016, which has mainly involved migrants initially arriving by
irregular means in Greece and ltaly, has had many implications for the EU border regime. Two
are discussed here: the re-imposition of controls at Schengen internal borders, and the increasing
role of Frontex.

Re-introduct¡on of internal border controls

Until the summer of 2O15, the possibility for Schengen states to temporarily re-introduce border
controls had generally been used for three reasons: to limit the entry of political protesters, to
control travel to large sporting events, and in the aftermath of terrorist attacks. They had not
generally been used to control or to limit migration, whether by EU citizens or nationals of third
countries. The exception was the temporary re-imposition of controls by France on entry by land
from ltaly in April 201 I (referred to above).

It is therefore signifìcant that the events of 2O15-2016 have led to internal border controls being
re-introduced in several states in response to irregular migration.iii The first states to take this steþ
were Germany and Austria in September 2015. At the time of writing, they and three other states
(Denmark, Norway and Sweden) have had temporary border controls in place for between four
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and eight months..Three further states (Belgium, Hungary and Slovenia) have introduced controls
for briefer periods."l

The response of the EU institutions has had two elements. Firstly, they have accepted the validity
of the temporary re-imposition of controls by Member States. ln October 

-2015, 
the Commission

accepted the validity of the controls put in place by Germany and Austria."' More recently, on 12
May 2016, recognising that ongoing difficulties remain with border control in Greece, the
Commission and Council authorised the five states currently operating internal border controls for
migrat¡on control reasons to continue those controls for an initial per¡od of six months."'

Secondly, the EU institutions have sought to create the conditions for the normal operation of the
Schengen zone. One mechanism has been dialogue with Greece, with the Commission and
Council making a series of recommendations to it in February 2016."' Another has been
negotiation with Turkey, the centrepiece of which was the 18 March 2016 agreement on migration
control between it and the European Council."'

Developments with Frontex

The 2015-2016 migration crisis has had particular implications for Frontex, both in its current
operations, and as regards its future role.

At the operat¡onal level, the crisis has led Frontex to significantly increase involvement in border
control act¡vity in Greece and ltaly. Froniex has organised operations with those states for a
number of years, most recently under the names 'Poseidon' for Greece, and 'Triton' for ltaly. ln
the current period, Frontex has been involved in border surveillance, and in screening and
registration of arrivals in both countries. lt also has a central role in organising and providing staff
foi return operations from Greece to Turkey.¡ii

Looking to the future, the crisis led to a Commission proposal on '15 December 2015 that Frontex
should become the European Border and Coast Guard Agency.i'i This Agency would have an
enhanced role, including conducting assessments of the capacity of Member States to meet
border control challenges, which could lead to recommendations to the Member State concerned.
lf those recommendations were not acted upon, or if there was migration pressure at the external
border which put the 'functioning of the Schengen area'at risk, the Commission would have
power to authorise the Agency itself to implement the required measures. ln such a scenario, the
Member State concerned would be under a duty to co-operate with the Agency.

The Council's position, set out on I April 2016, is less radical.iii ln its version, there should be a
'European Border Guard Agency', with 'Frontex' retained as its working name. Any decision
authorising the Agency to take action in a Member State would however be taken by the Council
of Ministers, rather than the Commission. Moreover, the Member State in question would have the
express possib¡lity not to co-operate. ln that situation, the Council of Ministers could decide, after
a Commission proposal, to authorise specifìed other Schengen states to reintroduce border
controls on a temporary basis, just as can currently happen under the Schengen Borders Code.
Council authorisation, and the Member State's right to reject Agency intervention, are also
contemplated by the draft European Parliament report on the proposal."' The final legislation is
therefore likely to be similar to the Council's version.
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The UK and the EU Border Regime
Throughout the period since the ìnitial Schengen Agreement was signed in 1985, the
consistent policy of UK Governments has been for the UK to remain outside the border-free
zone. Accordingly, in June 1997, when the Treaiy of Amsterdam brought the Schengen acguls
within EU law, the UK secured a special arrangement which has endured in its essential
element to the present."' Under what is now Protocol 19 to the TFEU, the UK is not
automatically covered by Schengen rules, or to'build upon'them."'

The UK does have the possibility to request to participate in parts of the Schengen acquls.
There are several limitations, however. Firstly, approval of a UK request requires the
unanimous approval of the Council of Ministers. Secondly, where such approval is given, it is
likely to be coupled with a provision deeming the UK to be bound by subsequent measures in
the same area. Thirdly, if the UK decides nof to participate in a subsequent measure, its
participation in the earlier measure(s) is likely to be terminated. Finally, the Court of Justice
has ruled that the UK cannot participate in an individual Schengen meas-ure which is closely
linked to an aspect of the Schengen acquls in which it does nof participate."'

ln practice, the UK has sought to participate in Schengen provisions concerned with p.olicing
and criminal justice, and has been permitted to do so by the other Member States."' That
permission extends to access to the Schengen lnformation System in relation to those
matters."' The UK does not however have access to the alerts concerning refusal of entry. This
is a subject on which the current Government has recently raised the possibility of an ad hoc
agreement, to provide for exchange of equivalent information between the UK and some or all
Schengen states."' Any such agreement would circumvent the restrictions upon the UK
participation in the Schengen acqurs implied by the Schengen Protocol. For that reason, its
political and legal acceptability within the EU must be considered an open question.

ln the case of Frontex, when the initial Regulation of 2004 was under discussion, the UK
sought to opt in to the discussion, relying upon its rights under the Schengen Protocol. That
was resisted by the Schengen states within the Council of Ministers, who argued that the UK
could not participate, as it was outside the Schengen zone. The Council's view on the point
prevailed when the matter reached the Court of Justice of the EU.iii

As a result, the UK is not a full participant., in the Frontex system. lnstead, the Frontex
Regulation makes provision for it in three ways"':

o Frontex is obliged to facilitate operational cooperation with the UK.iii ln this context, the
Regulation expressly states that the UK may be involved in joint return operations which
benefit from Frontex assistance.

. Participation in Frontex operations by the UK may be authorised on a case-by-case basis by
the Frontex Management Board, acting by an absolute majority of its members."'

. A UK representative attends Frontex Management Board meetings, without a right to vote.iii

ln practice, the UK does frequently participate in Frontex operations. This can be seen from
the most recent Frontex general report, which shows that, during 2014, the UK was involved in
the following Frontex-supported operations: a Schengen-wide airport joint operation; two land,
sea and return operations concerning the external borders of Bulgaria and Greece; two sea
border operations hosted by ltaly; and, a joint return operation for which the UK was itself the
lead state."'
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Conclusion: What are the implications for the referendum?
lf the decision in the referendum was to remain within the EU, the key point is that the UK's
non-participation in the Schengen immigration arrangements appears to be accepted politically
within the EU. That was reflected in the Decisron concerning a new settlement for the UK
within the EU, taken within the European Council meeting of 18-19 February 2016. ln the
Preamble to the Decision, it was noted that the UK has specific entitlements under the
Treaties, and the right 'not to participate in the Schengen acquls (Protocol No I g)' was
included among them. By implication, Protocol 19 is therefore among the provisions covered
by the statement in the Decision that'The rights and obligations of Member States provided for
under the Protocols annexed to the Treaties must be fully recognised and given no lesser
status than the other provisions of the Treaties of which such Protocols form an integral part'
(Section C, para 4).

The Government must therefore be thought correct in its assessment that the Schengen
arrangements are part of the 'special status' of the UK within the EU. ln its words, 'the UK has
remained outside the Schengen border-free area, which means that we maintain control over
our own borders. The UK will not join the Schengen border-free area.'iii

The UK does nof though have the freedom to selectively opt ¡n to EU borders measures. ln
particular, it is an external participant in Frontex, and is unable to access immigration alerts
within the Schengen lnformation System. The effect of the former has been mitigated by the
UK's participation in Frontex operations on an ad hoc basis. lt is less certain however that a
way round the lack of access to SIS immigration information will be found.

ln contrast, if the decision was to 'leave', it is hard to see any advantage to the UK in this area.
It would lose its current possibility to participate in Frontex operations where it considers that to
be in its interest. Equally, the chances of an agreement to share immigration data with the
Schengen zone states would presumably be even less outside the EU than they are within it.
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The lmpact of Brexit
Steve Peers, University of Essex, 17 May 2016

lntroduction
What would happen if the UK left the EU? ln each case, that would depend on what the UK and
EU negotiated afterward. But it is possible to give some general indication of the consequences.

The UK's main options
As regards the free movement of EU citizens, it is possible that the UK might still wish to accept
free movement, as a condition of participation in the European Economic Area (EEA) treaty,
which extends the bulk of the rules on access to the EU internal market to non-EU countries
(Norway, lceland and Liechtenstein).

The UK is currently a party to the EEA Treatv, but according to Articles 2 and 128 of that Treaty,
the parties to it are the EU and its Member States as well as those members of the European
Free Trade Association (EFTA) that wish to join (Switzerland, an EFTA member, voted against
joining). There is no express provision on what happens if a Member State leaves the EU. So it is
arguable that in order for the UK to (re)join the EEA if it left the EU and ceased to be a Member
State, it would have to join EFTA and then apply to (re)join the EEA. ln that case, the same Article
128 makes clear that the terms of new states joining have to be agreed by all the existing
members. Within the EU, the EEA Treaty is an assoc¡ation agreement, which means that all
Member States have a veto and (in practice) the UK's participation would have to be ratified by
national parliaments. The European Parliament would also have a veto.

However, it is not clear if the UK would seek to join (remain in) the EEA, or if the EU would agree
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to this. The most prominent members of the'Leave'side have ruled out EEA membership, on the
grounds that ihe free movement of people, along with contributions to EU programmes or to EU
Member States (which are legally required by the EEA treaty and lts protocols) as well as the
acceptance of many EU laws with less say make EEA participation undesirable. On the other
hand, some 'rank and file' supporters of the Leave side support EEA membership in some form,
or assume that it would be the inevitable result if there is a Leave vote.

It would be possible for the UK to seek to (re)join the EEA while requesting special terms, such as
an exemption from or a limitation of the rules on free movement of people or other exemptions
(financial contributions or the acceptance of EU laws, for example). Of course, the EU and other
EEA parties would have to agree to any such requests. There is an extra safeguard in the EEA
treaty if there is a large impact of migration (or any other EEA rule) in a Member State. lt is up to
each EEA member to decide whether to invoke this safeguard, but the EEA provides for
retaliaiion (ie suspension of some aspect of preferential trade) if an EEA member seeks to invoke
¡t.

Alternatively, the UK could seek io negotiate a 'stand-alone' treaty on free movement of people
w¡th the EU, as Switzerland has done, or a more limited agreement on migration between the UK
and EU. This might form part of a broader trade agreement, or be linked politically with other
agreements (ie the Swiss case), so it could not be denounced without triggering the possible
retaliatory denunciation of other treat¡es.

The UK could alternatively seek to negotiate bilateral treaties on migration with individual Member
States, although it is not clear as a matter of EU law exactly what external competence the EU (as
distinct from its Member States) may have as regards treaties with non-EU citizens. ln any event,
any treaty which impacts upon the number of UK citizens coming to work in the EU will likely be a
'mixed' agreement that requires ratification by all Member States and a national veto, since EU
law reserves competence on the volumes of admission of non-EU economic migrants to Member
States.

Process of withdrawal

ln principle EU law will fully apply until the UK ceased to be a Member State. The withdrawal
process is set out in Article 50 Treatv on Eurooean Union ('TEU'), although some have argued
that the EU and UK might ignore Article 50 and reach some ad hoc arrangements instead. As a
matter of faw, it seems clear that Article 50 is the only legal route to withdrawal under the current
Treaties, although it would be legally possible alternatively either to amend Article 50 by way of
Treaty amendment or to arrange for the UK's withdrawal by means of Treaty amendment (as in
the case of Greenland). However, making the UK's withdrawal conditional on either of those forms
of Treaty amendment would not appear to offer any advantages for the UK, since in that case the
arrangements would be subject to national vetoes and ratification in each national parliament.

lf the UK votes to leave the EU, the withdrawal process would be triggered once the UK officiafly
notified its intention to withdraw. The Treaty does not require the UK to notify this intention if there
is a Leave vote, or specify when the notifìcation would have to be made. Although David Cameron
has said that he would immediately notify a Leave vote, some on the Leave side have suggested
that they might delay a notification, or not make a notification at all, hoping that the EU would be
willing to renegotiate the UK's membership again. Then the results of that further renegotiation
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would be put to the British public in another referendum. However, this plan would depend on the
EU's willingness to renegot¡ate again; and the sort of fundamental changes to the UIIEU
relationship that Leave supporters would like to see (such as the abolition or significant restriction
of the free movement of people) would very likely entail Treaty amendments, with the difficulties
described above. Furthermore, some Leave supporters are unequivocally in favour of notifying
withdrawal from the EU as soon as possible in the event of a Leave vote.

lf a withdrawal is notified, then negotiations on a withdrawal treaty wiìl formally begin, although it
may be possible to have informal negotiations beforehand if both sides agree. ln principle the UK
would leave the EU two years after notification, unless the withdrawal treaty sets a d¡fferent date
or the UK and the EU agree unanimously to extend that date. lt is not clear if a notification can be
withdrawn after it is made, or if the withdrawal date could be extended indefinitely as a means to
the same end. lt is also not clear if the withdrawal treaty will deal with the post-Brexit relationship
between the UK and the EU; Article 50 talks only about taking account of the future framework for
relations. Presumably it would be possible to negotiate the post-Brexit treaty informally if
necessary, alongside the withdrawal treaty.

Article 50 says that the UK will not be part of the negotiations on the withdrawal treaty or the
future UI(EU relationship on the EU side, although of course it will be negotiating on its own
behalf. To this end, the UK will not be able to participate in voting or meeting in the Council or
European Council concerning these negotiations, although it will still be able to participate in
those bodies otherwise. While some on the Leave side have threatened to veto EU measures
during the withdrawal period as a pressure tactic to obtain better terms of withdrawal, this will only
work to the extent that the measures are subject to unanimous voting, or cannot be adopted by
means of 'enhanced cooperation' or (in the case of foreign policy) 'constructive abstention'
instead. The UK will retain its participation in aff other bodies (European Parliament, Commission,
CJEU) during the withdrawal period.

lmpact on UK citizens in the remaining EU and EU citizens in the UK

The withdrawal agreement ought to detail the position of UK citizens in the remaining EU and EU
citizens in the UK at the time of Brexit. The key issues are retaining residence rights and the
status that goes along with it (status of family members, access to employment and benefits,
equal treatment, grounds for expulsion). There will also be a question of how to regulate the
future position of those already resident, for instance if they marry a non-ËU citizen in future, they
retire from work or otherwise change their status, they enter university in future or they are not yet
a permanent resident under EU law.

While Article 70 of the Vienna Convention on the law of treaties refers to guaranteeing 'acquired
rights' of individuals in the event of termination of a treaty, it has never been applied in the context
of a withdrawal from the EU pursuant to Article 50 of the TEU, since that TEU clause has never
been used before. lt is therefore open to question what 'acquired rights'means. Some literature
argues that it applies only to property rights, not to public law issues like immigration status. There
may be a better argument that it protects people who have already aquired permanent residence
status as of the Brexit date, but it is not clear if it can logically apply to rights in the process of
acquisition or which the person concerned would wish to invoke in future, such as those
described above. Mo¡eover, Article 70 does not apply if the treaty concerned sets out special
rules for withdrawal, and it could be argued that the process referred to in Article 50 TEU does
just that. lt is also not clear whether Article 70 (or the rule of customary international law which it
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embodies) would in any event const¡tute a rule wh¡ch could be invoked by individuals before a
national court, in order to set aside a national or EU law rule which conflicted with it.

To the extent that they did not have acquired rights or were not covered by a treaty between the
UK and the EU or its Member States, national law or (in the remaining EU) to some extent ËU law
would apply. lt would be up to the UK what rules it wished to adopt as regards EU c¡tìzens in the
UK. On the EU side, national immigration law on the immigration of non-EU citizens would apply.
Moreover, this area of law has been partly harmonised by EU law (except in lreland and
Denmark, which like the UK have an opt out from these laws), which would set at least minimum
or parallel standards applying to UK citizens as regards family reunion, long{erm residence, the
admission of students, researchers and trainees, equal treatment for workers in general, and
admission of highly-skilled workers, seasonal workers and ¡ntra-corporate transferees.

The EU waives short-term visa requirements for wealthy countries, except in principle it will
retaliate if a wealthy country imposes visa requirements for one of its Member States. One of the
senior figures on the Leave side has contemplated imposing tour¡st visas on EU citizens, with UK
citizens equally being subject to visas for visits to the EU. ln any event, in the absence of a deal
on free movement of people, UK citizens will no longer be fasltracked when they cross the EU's
externaf borders---and EU citizens will not be fast-tracked when they visit the UK in return.

The implications for Scotland of a vote in the EU

referendum for the UK to leave the EU

Sarah Craig, Maria Fletcher and Nina Miller-Westoby, School of Law, University of Glasgow,

1 June 2016

lntroduction

One view of the relevant EU and UK law suggests that the implications for Scotland of the UK
leaving the EU are negligible. According to this view, such implications sit squarely within the
implications affecting the UK as a whole. This view suggests that distinctive Scottish implications
would flow only were Scotland to be an independent country.

This paper suggests that this view is overly strict and certainly not the only'game in town'. The
view we offer is based upon a reality that is more nuanced and messy. Within the terms of the
devolution settlement, or perhaps, in spite of it, distinctive Scottish approaches to the EU and to
immigration have emerged. As devolution of power to Scotland increases, so too does the
intertwining of competences between Holyrood and Westminster. The outcome of the referendum
ought to be considered in light of this messier reality. We show that, whether the result is for
'feave' or for 'remain', the outcome creates the potential for constitutional unease between
administrations North and South of the border.

We begin by outlining the current legal position vis-à-vis the referendum and withdrawal from the
EU. Thereafter we outline the relevant parts of the UK devolution settlement. After that, we
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consider the reality of how that legal landscape has evolved in practice, and how it is developing.
Our account of the lived experience of the devolution settlement sets the scene for us to consider
the implications of both a leave and of a remain vote.

The current legal position

The referendum and withdrawal: legal arrangements

A UK Act of Parliament-the EU Referendum Act 2015-makes provision for a referendum on
whether the UK should remain a member of the EU. Legally, the UK Government is not required
to implement the result of the referendum. However it has oromised the UK electorate that it will
do so. A decision to withdraw from the EU would take effect for the whole of the territory of the
UK, even if the majority of the electorate in Scotland voted to remain. This is so as there is no
provision in the EU Referendum Act for a 'double lock' threshold requiring each const¡tuent part of
the UK to vote to leave before the UK can withdraw from the EU. The SNP tabled an amendment
to require such a double lock threshold during the passage of the Bill through Parliament, but
were unsuccessful. ln short, there is nothing to proiect the Scottish electorate from an EU exit
against its will.

As a matter of EU law, withdrawal from the EU by a Member State takes place through the
operation of Art¡cle 50 of the Treaty on European Union (TEU). This provision has never been
activated and therefore we would enter new legal territory should the UK seek to do so.

Article 50 lays down the procedural steps for a Member State to leave the EU. lt begins by stating
simply that'any Member State may decide to withdraw from the Union in accordance with its own
constitutional requirements.' ln other words, the UK must come to that decision according to its
own domestic laws and procedures: EU law makes no mention of so-called 'sub-state entities' in
this withdrawal provision. So, Scotland cannot look to EU law to argue for a greater or specifìc
role to play in the process of withdrawal.

Such a process will entail negotiations between the UK and EU institutions: mostly the European
Council, that is, heads of government of the Member States and the European Commission. The
process is likely to take years rather than months and-according to Article 50 TEU should take
'account of the framework for its future relationship with the Union.'

As for that future relationship between the UK and the EU, EU law provides no procedure. lt is
thought likely that an agreement on this will be negotiated between the UK and the EU and its
Member States in tandem with the withdrawal agreement. Such an outcome was highlighted by a
recently published House of Lords EU Committee Report, although as so often when the status of
Scotland poses tricky political and legal questions, this report was silent on the rofe of devolved
institutìons in these processes.

UK devolution arrangements

The Scotland Act 1998 (SA 1998), which created the institutions, powers and administrative
responsibilities that make up the devolution arrangements for Scotland within the UK, is described
by the Supreme Couñ as being 'on any view a monumental piece of constitutional legislation'
(Maftin v HM Advocate t20101 UKSC 10, at [a4]). The main law-making powers of the Scottish
Parliament are set out in sections 28-30 of SA 1998 and, unlike the Westminster Parliament, the
Scottish Parliament's legislative powers are limited. Acts of the Scottish Parliament are competent
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only if they legislate upon devolved matters, are compatible with EU law and the European
Convention of Human Rights, and comply with the other limitations in section 29.

The arrangement adopted in SA 1998 is not to specify devolved areas but instead to list the
powers reserved to Westminster (seciion 30 and Schedule 5); the remaining matters are then
considered to be devolved matters. Schedule 5, Parl 2 Head 86 states that immigrat¡on and
nationality, including asylum and the status and capacity of persons in the UK who are not British
citizens; free movement of persons within the European Economic Area and the ¡ssue of travel
documents, are 'reserved matters.' ln addition, 'Foreign affairs' (Schedule 5 Part 1 para 7(l )) is a
reserved matter, specifically including relations with the EU and its institutions. However the
function of implementing EU obligations is exercisable in devolved areas by Scottish Ministers
under section 53 of SA 1998.

Notwithstanding this allocation of powers, section 28(7) of SA 1998 is noteworthy because it
restates Westminster's unlimited power to legislate in all areas-reserved and devolved-and
illustrates why the Sewel Convention (which recognises that Westminster will not normally
legislate on devolved matters without the consent of the Scottish Parliament) is an essential
feature of the devolution settlement. The Sewel Convention, which has now been given statutory
form in SA 1998 section 28(8), is considered further below.

At face value, the legal provisions in relation to the EU referendum and withdrawal and the
devolution settlement suggest that the distinctive Scottish implications of a UK exit from the EU
are limited. However, the reality is more nuanced and complex than that.

The messier reality

We need to consider the lived experience of EU membership for Scotland, of immigration more
broadly, and of devolution in practice. That lived experience indicates that the outcome of the EU
referendum may have consequences unique to Scotland.

Scotland and the EU-a distinctive relationship?

Scotland is said to be pro-EU and to be 'firmlv in the "remain" camp'. This is certainly true of the
official position of the Scottish government. The Scottish First Minister has spoken in Brussels and
London about making a positive case for the UK to remain in the EU and has published the case
for continued Scottish EU membershì0. She has also claimed that the Scottish public is more pro-
EU than the rest of the UK, although polls have revealed that Scottish Þublic opinion is not that
different on questions concerning transfer of power to the EU. Similarly, public attitudes to
migration in Scotland while less neqative than south of the border (partly explained by the smaller
impact migration has on the Scottish labour market), are not much less negative.

However, there ls a remarkable difference in Scottish public opinion on the referendum question:
an analysis of key voter intention surveys suggest that in Scotland those wanting to remain
substantially outnumber those who wish to leave. This might be explained by the enduring
dominance of the SNP in Scotland and its strong narrative and vision of independence in
Europe'. Professor Curtice also dèSèribeÈ a 'profoundly different pattern of party politics' in
Scotland. He says "'standing up for Scotland" is an objective with which above all the SNP are
associated. And nowadays at least the SNP both dominates the electoral scene and is strongly
pro-European. South of the border, in contrast, nationalist sentiment is expressed most strongly
by the anti-European UKIP.' lt is worth noting that in Scotland all the other major political parties,
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including the Scottish Conservatives, also have strong pro-EU membership rhetoric.

More devolved powers for Scotland, more inteñwined responsibilities, more constitutional
unease?

Devolution of power to Scotland has not remained static since the 1998 settlement. The latest
amendment, the Scotland Act 2016 (SA 2016), is said to 'transform the Parliament at Holyrood
into one of the most powerfuf devolved parliaments in the world.' During the 2014 Scottish
independence referendum campaign the three main UK political parties made a 'vow'to the
people of Scotland that substantial further powers would be devolved to Scotland in the event of a
'No'vote. The Smith Commission was convened and ultimately reÞorted on how that vow might
be delivered. Some, but not all, of the recommendations in that report have found their way into
the law books through SA 201 6. This Act extends the competence of the Scottish Parliament
substantially.

For instance it enables Scotland to set ¡ncome tax rates and thresholds, gives it control over a
significant part of ihe welfare system, and puts the Sewel Convention on a statutory footing.

So, while SA 2016 does not change the fact that immigration and EU matters remain reserved to
Westminster, many of these newly devolved powers are intertwined with reserved ones and
implementing them will require very careful and detailed inter-governmental cooperation. Such
cooperation through the Sewel Convention will in itself bring possible complexity because its new
statutory footing may affect how and by whom it is interpreted and in turn how it operates, as we
consider below.

Scotland and migration-divergence and tension within the devolution settlement?

The trend for immigration legislation to reach into areas of life beyond those associated with
immigration control as traditionally envisaged has intensified in the lmmigration Acts of 2O14 and
2016. But it is nothing new. Under the provisions of a UK-wide statute, the lmmigration and
Asylum Act 1999, the early years of devolution coincided with Glasgow becoming a major
provider of housing for asylum seekers. The Dungavel lmmigration Removal Centre also opened
during that time."'That period also saw the emergence of Scotland's divergence in practice and
policy, even where there was collaboration and agreement with Westminster. One example is the
Scottish Government's response to asylum seekers and refugees on matters of integration,
health, housing and education. Another is the earlier Scottish Executive negotiation of the 'Fresh
Talent lnitiative' encouraging certain third country nat¡onal graduates to remain in Scotland.
Alongside this however, one saw the beginnings of institutional unease in Scotland about the
reach of immigration legislation into devolved areas such as housing and social care, a feature
that has intensified as that reach has also expanded. Most recently, lmmigration Act 2016
provisions that touch upon devolved functions-for instance the landlord and tenant relationship-
have highlighted the possibilities for constitutional unease over the Sewel Convention's
operat¡on, prompting arguments for and aqainst its reform. A UK exit from the EU might similarly
raise challenging questions about the future operation of the Sewel Convention, as we consider
below.

After the referendum

We need to consider the constitutional unease that may develop between Holyrood and
Westminster after the referendum: in the event of a UK withdrawal from the EU and in the case of
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the UK remaining in the EU.

Vote Leave

As we have seen, neither EU law (Article 50 TEU) nor UK law (SA 1998) guarantees Scotland a
specific role in negotiations leading to a withdrawal agreement or the parallel negotiations leading
to an agreement betvveen the UK and EU on the post-exit relationship. ln relation to both aspects
of withdrawal, Scotland will be able at best to feed into UK negotiations. However, the extent to
which that will happen, and the extent to which its position will be taken seriously, is dependent on
agreement and goodwill between Westminster and Holyrood, in a situation where the former
holds the balance of power.

While a Concordat on the Coordination of EU Policy lssues states that Scottish Ministers and
officials should be fully involved in discussions within the UK Government about the formulation of
the UK's policy on all issues which touch on matters falling within devolved responsibilities, this
does not have the force of law, nor does it commit the UK Government to actually taking on board
views expressed in the course of discussions. Nevertheless, under its auspices, Scotland has
experienced some degree of success in feeding into and shaping the UK line on EU policy, and
Scottish ministers do attend, with the agreement of the UK lead minister, the Council of Ministers
when devolved matters are under discussion.

While regarding this indirect route to influence the EU as ¡mportant, if too uncertain and ad hoc to
command confidence, the Scottish Government has worked hard to develop dlrecf lines of
communication and influence with EU institutions and bodies. lndeed, building on these direct
lines of engagement, it has been suggested that, if the UK exits the EU, Scotland (from within the
UK) might wish to negotiate a distinct and differentiated settlement with the EU. Such a sought-
settlement would be one that reflected Scotland's more pro-EU, pro-immigration stance-
although we acknowledge that this would be politically and legally difficult, not least because the
European Commission would probably wish to remain neutral as regards to domestic
constitutional struggles.

White there may be grounds for hope that Westminster would enable a co-operative relationship
with Holyrood in respect of the negotiated withdrawal and future relationship with the EU-if only
to avoid increasing support for the independence cause, and the likelihood of a second
independence referendum- only time will tell if that witl be the case.

More certain is the involvement of the Scottish Government and the Scottish Parliament in the
domestic disentanglement of UK law from EU law, a task that would be necessitated by
withdrawal from the EU. As part of th¡s task---€nd since EU laws that relate to devolved matters
are implemented in Scots law by Scottish ministers (SA f998, section S3þthere would be
countless pieces of Scottish legislation to review w¡th a view to repealing, reforming or retaining
them.

Of potentially even greater signifìcance and concern would be the required amendment to SA
1998: this may raise the more complex question of the operation of the Sewel Convention.
Amending the Scotland Act would have the effect of amending the competences of the Scottish
Parliament and here the argument that a Legislative Consent Motion (LCM) from the Scottish
Parliament would be necessarv becomes forceful. Some commentators argue that the legal
necessity of an LCM is not a foregone conclusion, particularly in light of the Sewel Convention
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having been put on a statutory footing. However, what emerges is a situation where to proceed to
amend the competences of the Scottish Parliament without seeking an LCM would seem
politically unthinkable, even without going as far as to take into account the possibility of the
Scottish Parliament withholding consent. As a whole it appears that the situation is destined for
constitutional unease-

Vote Remain-under terms already negotiated by David Cameron

ln the event that the UK chooses to remain in the EU, it is not simply the case that the status quo
survives without alterat¡on. Rather, a Remain vote would trigger the reform package or
'reneqotiation deal'that David Cameron agreed with the EU in February 2016. That deal was one
which the Scottish Government thought was unnecessarv and, ultimately, a 'danqerous
sideshow'. Prominent parts of the deal are squarely aimed at restrictinq EU immiqration to the UK,
something that reflects what many lawyers view as a long-standing tendency on the part of UK
qovernments to incorrectlv implement the law on EU free movement, despite that law being one of
the cornerstone principles of the EU. lt is not certain that the changes to existing EU free
movement law that are entailed would pass muster with the European Parliament, which must
consent to them for them to pass into law, or with the Court of Justice of the EU, if they are
challenged. Only time will tell.

Just as the road ahead for Cameron's'deal' is not legally certain at the EU level, it might also be
bumpy at home. Here, there is the possibility of tension emerging between the 'deal' (which
includes restrictions on in-work benefits for migrants for up to four years) and devolved social
welfare powers under SA 2016. Such tensions may be slow to emerge, since the devolved social
welfare powers mostly affect older and disabled peoole rather than the broader categories of
workers and families. But tensions there may be. lf, in the future, the Scottish Parliament was to
respond to political pressure to use its powers to top-up certain benefits for families and children,
tensions with the UK Government's approach of restricting EU citizens' access to social welfare
could ar¡se. This might happen if the Scottish Parliament used its powers in a different way to that
of the rest of the UK, so as to augment benefits for families and children, including EU citizens.
Again, only time will tell.

Gonclusion

Complexity and uncertainty are the watchwords of the post-referendum legal landscape,
particularly, but not exclusively, in the event of a Leave vote. This statement is as true from a UK
perspective as it is from the Scottish perspective. That said, whether the outcome is'vote Leave'
or'vote Remain', legislative changes will result in postreferendum effects being felt in Scotland.
ln both scenarios, the intertwined natures of the responsibilities held at different institutional levels
could lead to tensions emerging within the constitutional settlement. This will be particularly the
case if, in an era of greater devolution of power to Scotland, Scottish institutions are not involved
in settling the poslreferendum landscape.

ln the event of a (close) Remain vote, the causes and arguments of the Leave 'losers' will
undoubtedly cast a shadow, just as the desire for greater autonomy for Scotland, including the
independence cause, continues to influence calls for further constitutional change notwithstanding
the 'no' vote to independence. As this tricky political and legal landscape is traversed,
opportunities for divergence as well as further institutional tensions between Holyrood and
Westminster may be revealed.
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The relationship between the ECHR and the EU
Nuala Mole, Senior Lawyer, The AIRE Centre, I June 2016

lntroduction

The European Union (EU) is a Union of 28 states. The Council of Europe is an intergovernmental
organisation with 47 Member States, 28 of whom are also Member States of the EU and a further
four Council of Europe states are members of another intergovernmental organisation the
European Free Trade Association (EFTA). The relationship between the EU and EFTA is
particularly important, as the EFTA states have opted into many of the EU measures that the UK
has not joined.

The European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) is a Council of Europe treaty. The European
Court of Human Rights is a Council of Europe court which sits in Strasbourg and exists to ensure
the observance by staies of their obligations under the ECHR by considering complaints by
individuals that their rights have been breached. The Court of Justice of the EU, which sits in
Luxembourg, provides definitive rulings on EU law. lt is not normally possible for individuals to
take complaints to the Court of Justice. The ËU and the Council of Ëurope, their treat¡es, their two
courts, and their functions, are entirely separate from one another.

The Council of Europe and the EU had agreed that the EU should be bound by the ECHR and,
that by acceding to the ECHR, ¡t would also be subject to the same supervision of its acts and
omissions by the European Court of Human Rights. The term'accede'in relation to a treaty
means to agree to be bound by its terms. Accession would give the EU the same status as a
country in the eyes of the European Court of Human Rights. This would enable the European
Court of Human Rights to deliver judgments in relation to any alleged breaches of the ECHR by
the EU. A long series of negotiations between the EU and the Council of Europe took pface
(EFTA was not consulted). Finally a draft accession agreement was agreed in April 2013, but it
required the endorsement of the Court of Justice.

On 18 December 2014, the Couri of Justice concluded in Ooinion 2/13 that the draft accession
agreement was incompatible with the EU treaties. The Court stated that the approach adopted in
the agreement envisaged, which is to treat the EU as a Member State and to give it a role like that
of any other contracting party, 'disregarded the intrinsic nature of the EU' (although the agreement
had in fact contained many complex provisions to accommodate the unique nature of the EU).
The agreement was rejected and the accession process could not proceed to the next stage.

This paper looks at the 'protection gap' and the halted accession process, and concludes with
some thoughts on the impact of the relationship between the EU and the ECHR on a post-Brexit
UK.

Accession of the EU to the ECHR

In 1994 the firm suggestion was made that the EU should accede to the ECHR in part because of
the perception that if the Union acted in a manner which was incompatible with human rights,
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there was no mechanism whereby this could be challenged.

ln 2000 the Charter of Fundamental Rights was adopted, and in 2008 in the Lisbon Treaty it was
given the same status as the EU treaties themselves. This meant that it became legally binding
and had to be applied in any action implementing EU law, and could be relied upon in any court
applying EU law. The Charter basically combines the provisions of the ECHR and the Council of
Europe's Social Charter but also includes some additional provisions-such as the right to asylum
and the right to good administration. The Lisbon Treaty provided for accession to the ECHR.

The amendment in the Lisbon Treaty went further than necessary. The text says that the Union
shall accede and not that the Union may accede. Proiocol I to the Lisbon Treaty states that
accession to the ECHR must make provision for preserving the specific characteristics of the
Union and Union law. This mandatory language has placed the Union in a very difficult position as
it would appear to be under a treaty obligation to negotiate an accession solution which is
acceptable both to the Member States of the Council of Europe and to the Court of Justice.

To facilitate this accession, treaty amendments to the ECHR approved by the 47 Member States
of the council of Europe were also necessary. The ECHR had to be amended (by protocol l4) to
allow the EU, which is not a state, to accede to the ECHR.

The draft accession agreement, concluded after years of negotiation, was sent to the Court of
Justice to give its Opinion on its compatibility with EU law. On 18 December 2O14, in what has
been described as the Christmas bombshell, the Opinion was delivered. The Court of Justice
found that the draft agreement that it had been asked to consider was incompatible with EU law.

One reason the Court gave for this was that for the European Court of Human Rights to deliver
judgment on a matter of EU law, it would first have to decide on the interpretation or application of
the treaties, a matter solely for the Court of Justice. lf the European Court of Human Rights was to
give an interpretation of EU law, there might be a risk of tvvo competing interpretations by the two
separate courts. This was unacceptable in the eyes of the Court of Justice. The Court appears to
have lost sight of the object and purpose of accession, as mandated by the Lisbon Treaty. This
purpose was precisely to bring the acts and omissions of the Union under the judicial scrutiny of
the European Court of Human Rights and thereby fill the gap in judicial accountability that exists
within the EU legal order. This gap is an irony, given that effective judicial protection is a
fundamental tenet of EU law.

The prospects of any renegotiated agreement being reached in the near future are slim. This is
fìrstly because the non-EU Member States of the Council of Europe had bent over backwards to
accommodate the EU's concerns in the negotiation process and, with great difficulty, reached the
final draft and secondly because what appetite there was in the Council of Europe for the
accession of the EU has now largely gone. Those entrusted with the negotiation process are
justifiably unlikely to spend months on a renegotiation only to have the fruits of their labours
rejected again.

The eventual accession of the EU to the ECHR will enable individuals who were victims of
violations of the ECHR caused by acts or omissions of the EU to seek redress from Strasbourg.
Strasbourg will, for the time being, continue to be able only to offer redress to individuals for
violations by national authorities who were acting in accordance with their EU law obligations,
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rather than from the EU itself.

The EU from the perspective of the European Court of Human Rights: the
protect¡on gap

Can the European Court of Human Rights presume that the EU guarantees fundamental r¡ghts to
the same extent as the ECHR, and what should happen when it does not do this? The approach
of the Court of Justice in Opinion 2.13 was dogmat¡c:

'...the principle of mutual trust between the Member Súafes ls of fundamental importance in EIJ
law,... and requires, ... each of those Sfafes, saye in exceptional circumstances, to consider all
the other Member Sfafes úo be comply¡ng with EU law and pañicularly with the
fundamental rights recognised by EU law.
When implementing EU law, Member States may, under EU law, be required to presume that
fundamental rights have been observed by the other Member Sfafes, so that not only may they
not demand a higher level of national protection of fundamental rights from another Member State
than that provided by EU law, but, save in exceptional cases, they may not check whether that
other Member Sfafe has actually, in a specific casg observed the fundamentat rights
guaranteed by the EU.'

This statement is inherently at odds with the protection of human rights guaranteed by the ECHR.
The Strasbourg Court considers that where evidence is adduced indicating the existence of a
failure to comply with both EU law and the Convention, the national authorities are required to
verify the actual situation. They must satisfy themselves that the individual will not be exposed to
a risk in another Member State or to take the necessary steps to prevent it. Where there is a real
risk that a judicial decision in one Member State is unsafe because the safeguards of a fair trial
set out in Article 6 ECHR are not (or are plausibly alleged not to have been) respected, the state
party to the ECHR is required to verify the allegation.

The approach of the European Court of Human Rights is different. States who have signed up to
the ECHR remain responsible for their human rights breaches even if they were required to act
the way they did by their membership of an international organisation such as the EU. However,
the European Court of Human Rights held in its Bosphorus Airvvavs judgment that if state action
is taken to comply with other international legal obligations, it may be justified if the organisation in
question protects fundamental rights to at least the same level as the ECHR. This judgment was
re-visited by the European Court of Human Rights Grand Chamber in May 2016 in Avotins v
Latvia, afler the Court of Just¡ce's Opinion on accession. The European Court of Human Rights
found that in mutual trust cases the Court of Justice (in its Opinion) had said that the power of the
state to review the observance of fundamental rights by the state of origin of the judgment must
be limited to exceptional cases. The European Court of Human Rights found that 'exceptionality'
standard unacceptable. The court being asked to trust the acts of another state must at least be
empowered to conduct a review commensurate wilh the gravity of any serious allegation of a
violation of fundamental rights in the state of origin, in order to ensure that the protection of those
rights is not manifestly deficient. EU law as set out in the Opinion on the other hand would require
that state to turn a blind eye. The two sets of legal obligations are mutually exclusive.

Determining the content of EU law is the prerogative of the Court of Justice. lt does this, for
example, when it answers questions of EU law referred to it by national courts which are posed in
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order to avo¡d an incorrect interpretation of EU law. Where a national court decides not to make a
reference, when asked, it must give reasons for its decision. lf it does not give reasons, it will be in
breach of Article 6 ECHR.

ln an lrish case"', the lrish High Court refused execution of a European Arrest Warrant from
Romania because there were substantial grounds for believing the trial at which a woman had
been convicted 16 years ago amounted to a flagrant denial of justice. The Court held there was a
wide practice of d¡scr¡mination against Roma in Romania; there were reasonable grounds for
believing that the respondent, who was Roma and illiterate, had suffered discrimination in her trial
such that her return and subsequent imprisonment would constitute a breach of the ECHR. EU
law could not only have required her return but also prevented the lrish court from making
enquiries as to whether there might have been (or be) a breach of her fundamental human rights
in Romania. The ECHR as interpreted by the European Court of Human Rights demands that
these enquiries are made.

The impact of the relationsh¡p between the EU and the ECHR on a post-Brexit
UK

lf Brexit occurs it will be decades before the UK can disentangle national measures derived from
EU law from non-EU derived national law. Furthermore, the reach of EU law now goes far beyond
the confines of EU membership. The UK will stilf be a member of the Council of Europe. ln
addition, sometimes non-EU Member States will have opted in to EU measures. Many Council of
Europe countries which are candidates for accession to the EU are in the process of expressly
harmonising their national laws with EU law, increasing its reach even further. The European
Court of Human Rights regularly takes into account EU measures which have been widely
adopted across Europe, but not by the state in question, to inform its jurisprudence on particular
provisions of the ECHR. EU law is now a significant factor in the judgments of the European Court
of Human Rights even in cases against states which are not EU Member States. So were the UK
to leave the EU, it would still be affected by EU law when it comes before the European Court of
Human Rights.

You can read the full paper by Nuala Mole on ILPA's website. This will be of particular inferesf fo
lawyers interested in the precise legal interrelation between the EU and the ECHR, and the
relevanf case law.
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